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Nonequilibrium dynamic phases and plastic flow of driven vortex lattices in superconductors
with periodic arrays of pinning sites
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~Received 29 December 1997!

We present results from an extensive series of simulations and analytical work on driven vortex lattices
interacting with periodic arrays of pinning sites. An extremely rich variety of dynamical plastic flow phases,
very distinct from those observed in random arrays, are found as a function of an applied driving force.
Signatures of the transitions between these different dynamical phases appear as very pronounced jumps and
dips in striking voltage-currentV(I ) curves that exhibit hysteresis, reentrant behavior, and negative differential
conductivity. By monitoring the moving vortex lattice, we show that these features coincide with pronounced
changes in the microscopic structure and transport behavior of the driven lattice. For the case when the number
of vortices is greater than the number of pinning sites, the plastic flow regimes include a one-dimensional~1D!
interstitial flow of vortices between the rows of pinned vortices, a disordered flow regime where 2D pin-to-pin
and winding interstitial motion of vortices occurs, and a 1D incommensurate flow regime where vortex motion
is confined along the pinning rows. In the last case, flux-line channels with an incommensurate number of
vortices contain mobile flux discommensurations or ‘‘flux solitons,’’ and commensurate channels remain
pinned. At high driving forces, the 1D incommensurate paths of moving vortices persist with the entire vortex
lattice flowing. In this regime, the incommensurate channels move at a higher velocity than the commensurate
ones, causing incommensurate and commensurate rows of moving vortices to slide past one another. Thus
there is no recrystallization at large driving forces. Moreover, these phases cannot be described by elastic
theories. Different system parameters produce other phases, including an ordered channel flow regime, where
a small number of vortices are pinned and the rest of the lattice flows through the interstitial regions, and a
vacancy flow regime, which occurs when the number of vortices is less than the number of pinning sites. We
also find a striking reentrant disordered-motion regime in which the vortex lattice undergoes a series of
order-disorder transitions that display unusual hysteresis properties. By varying a wide range of values for the
microscopic pinning parameters, including pinning strength, radius, density, and the degree of ordering, as well
as varying the commensurability of the vortex lattice with its pinning substrate, we obtain a series of interesting
dynamic phase diagrams that outline the onset of the different dynamical phases. We show that many of these
phases and the phase boundaries can be well understood in terms of analytical arguments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Lattice driven on a disordered substrate

Many condensed matter systems can be understoo
terms of a periodic elastic lattice driven over a disorde
rigid substrate. These systems include flux-line lattices
superconductors,1–35 Josephson junctions,36 charge-density
waves,37,38 magnetic bubble arrays,39 Wigner crystals,40 and
models of friction.41 Recently, intense interest has focus
on the onset of motion, dynamic phases, and topology
lattices as a driving force is increased. For superconduc
systems, experimental work in neutron scattering,17 voltage-
current V(I ) measurements,18–23 and decoration experi
ments,24,25 as well as theoretical work,5,6,26–32,37have sug-
gested that, as an external driving force on the lattice is
creased, three distinct dynamical phases appear: apinned
or immobile phase, an amorphousplastic flowphase, and a
high drives an ordereduniform flowphase. The plastic flow
phase begins at the onset of depinning when portions of
lattice break away and become mobile while other portio
remain pinned. The flow paths at this stage are character
by winding channels or percolationlike paths.4,6,10,14,33Due
to the breaking and tearing during this phase, the vortex
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~10!/6534~31!/$15.00
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tice can become very disordered. As the external driv
force is further increased, larger portions of the lattice b
come mobile until, for high driving, the entire lattice enters
uniform flow stage in which the vortex lattice is much mo
ordered than in the plastic flow or pinned regimes.

These different flow phases have permitted the const
tion of a dynamic phase diagram as a function of pinn
parameters, temperature, and driving force.6,13,27,31,32Similar
results have been obtained for charge-density-w
systems.37,38 It has been suggested that the onset of order
at the uniform flow phase is sudden and represents a
phase transition to a moving solid or crystal with long-ran
order.6 Recently, other studies have suggested that this is
the case and that the driven lattice is instead a highly orde
moving glass.27,28,31,32,37Transitions in the dynamical behav
ior of the vortex flow are believed to be directly related
the peak effect18–23 where a transition to plastic flow is
marked by a sudden enhancement of the critical current
below Hc2(T), near the vortex melting point.

B. Lattice driven over a periodic substrate

Although dynamical transitions have been examined
superconducting systems where the pinning israndom, they
6534 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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have not yet been carefully studied in systems withperiodic
pinning where very different dynamics are expected due
the symmetry of the underlying pinning and the tunability
the disorder. Periodic pinning occurs in numerous superc
ducting systems such as wire networks,42,43 Josephson
junctions44,45 and layered superconductors.46,47 High-Tc
samples contain other forms of periodic pinning such
that produced by the periodic copper-oxide planes.48

Recently, increasing attention has focused on sam
with lithographically created well-defined period
pinning structures such as a lattice of microholes34,49–56

or magnetic dots.57 In such samples themicroscopicparam-
eters of the pinning, such as the size, depth, periodicity,
density, can be carefully controlled. Using Lorentz micro
copy techniques,34,56 it has been possible to directly image
vortex lattice interacting with periodic arrays of pinnin
sites, revealing very interesting commensurability effects
the vortex configurations and dynamics.

Extensive work has been done on the interaction of v
tices with a periodic ‘‘egg-carton’’ potential as in wire ne
works and Josephson-junction arrays. However, the dyn
ics of vortices in such systems differs significantly from t
case of vortices in periodic pinning arrays we consider in t
work. In our system the radius of the pinning sites can
made much smaller than the period of the pinning latti
permitting interstitial vortices to appear. The distinctive i
terstitial vortex motion is not found in superconducting w
networks and Josephson-junction arrays. Periodic pinning
rays may also be of technological importance since the
rays can produce higher critical currents than an equal n
ber of randomly placed pins.10,11 This enhancement o
critical currents using periodic arrays has recently been d
onstrated for high-Tc systems.55

C. Tunable commensurability

A particularly interesting aspect of periodic pinning a
rays where the pin radius is small compared to the lat
spacing and where there is only one vortex per pinning sit
that disorder can befine tunedby changing the commensu
rability. At B/Bf51, whereBf is the field at which the num
ber of vortices equals the number of pinning sites, the vor
lattice is expected to be locked into the periodic pinni
array. ForB/Bf.1, the vortex lattice can be thought of a
containingtwo species of vortices: the pinned vortices tha
are commensurate with the array of pins, and the gener
more weakly pinnedinterstitial vortices that are caged b
vortices at the pinning sites. The very different dynami
behaviors of these two species has been observed both
the vortices are current driven53 and when they are field
gradient driven.10,11,51,52These different dynamics have als
been directly observed with Lorentz microsco
techniques.56 The effect of interstitial vortices atB/Bf.1, as
well as the commensurate effects atB/Bf51, are also of
major importance in systems with randomly placed colum
pins, where theoretical10,58 and experimental59,60 magnetiza-
tion studies have shown a substantial drop in the crit
current associated with the appearance of interstitial vorti

It is also possible to have a well-defined number ofva-
canciesin the vortex lattice whenB/Bf,1. Here, the vortex
lattice can be thought of as containing two species of vo
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ces, where the second species, the vacancies, may hav
ferent dynamical properties than the first species, the c
mensurate vortices. This situation and terminology
reminiscent of the case of electrons and ‘‘holes’’ in semico
ductors.

D. Nonequilibrium dynamic phase diagram

In order to observe the dynamics of current-driven lattic
near commensurability interacting with a periodic array
pinning sites, we have performed a large number of curre
driven molecular dynamics~MD! simulations in which we
examine experimentally realizable parameters. Our work
distinct from previous current-driven simulations in that w
specifically examine the effects of periodic pinning arra
rather than random arrays. Further, our work covers a m
larger range of the microscopic pinning and system para
eters than used in previous MD simulations, allowing us
construct a variety of detailed dynamical phase diagrams
much shorter and less detailed account of some of the re
presented here can be found in Ref. 13.

We find that a vortex lattice driven on a periodic array
pinning sites exhibits far richer and more complex dynami
phase diagrams than the diagrams produced by systems
random pinning arrays. We observe numerous plastic fl
states and vortex lattice structures distinct from those
served in random pinning arrays. For a certain range of
rameters and when the driving force is increased, we fi
that there is a counterintuitivedrop in the number of mobile
vortices as the system undergoes a transition from one pla
flow phase to another. This drop in the number of mob
vortices also implies a negative-differential conductivity,
property that is found in several technologically importa
semiconductor devices.

We find that the vortex dynamics is highly dependent
the commensurability effects. WhenB/Bf.1, the interac-
tions between commensurate vortices and interstitial vort
give rise to a number of interesting phases, while wh
B/Bf51, a Mott insulatorlike phase arises.62 By systemati-
cally disordering the positions of the pinning sites we
cover, in the limit of strong disorder, the dynamical phas
found in recent theoretical studies of random pinni
arrays.4–6,10,14,16,26,31–33For B/Bf.1, and at the onset of de
pinning in samples with large disorder, we find a distin
‘‘channel phase’’ where long-lived stable channels, co
posed predominantly of interstitial vortices, flow aroun
pinned vortices. Such intermittent channel phases wh
some channels form, freeze and reform have previou
been noted in flux-gradient-driven simulations.10,14,33 A
phase with a network of flowing channels is also observed
current-driven samples.5,6,16,26,31,32Here, we examine in de
tail the evolution of the network of vortex channels. In pa
ticular, we show that, although some channels are s
lived, others are robust under increases of the driving fo

E. Overview

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descri
the samples used, our numerical algorithm, and the par
eters varied. In Sec. III, we show in detail the results fo
sample with a square array of pinning sites at a field sligh
above commensurability. Current-voltageV(I ) curves, indi-
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vidual vortex velocity signals, and images of the vortex m
tion are presented and correlated with each other, explic
characterizing the different dynamical phases present.

In Sec. IV we obtain a dynamical phase diagram for
caseB.Bf and explain many of its features by using for
balance arguments that take into account the interactions
tween interstitial vortices and vortices in the pinnin
sites. In Sec. V we show that significant hysteresis is fou
for certain phases but not for others, and that the hysteres
not affected by the sample size. Sharp discontinuities
V(I ), along with the hysteresis, suggest that some of
dynamical phase transitions are of first order.

In Sec. VI, we demonstrate the existence of a transve
threshold force, as well as the effect of the onset of motion
the transverse direction on the vortex lattice structure.
also show how the transverse force varies with driving for
and discuss the relevance of these results to the recent
by Giamarchi and Le Doussal.28

In Sec. VII, theV(I ) curves and the phase diagram f
varying vortex-pin commensurability are presented. We fi
that the various dynamic phases strongly depend on the c
mensurability ratioB/Bf . For Bf,B,2Bf , we observe up
to six distinct dynamic phases that arise from the interacti
of two species of vortices. ForB.2Bf we observe severa
additional phases. AtB/Bf51, only two phases are ob
served, and the critical depinning force reaches its high
level, reminiscent of the so-called ‘‘Mott-insulator’’ phas
For B/Bf,1, we demonstrate that the initial plastic flo
occurs by the motion of vacancies.

In Sec. VIII, we derive the dynamic phase diagram p
duced when varying the pinning radius. For pins of sm
radius, we observe a remarkable reentrant disordered
namic phase. In between these disordered-motion ph
there is a channel phase in which the majority of vortic
flow in narrow well-defined interstitial channels. This motio
is characterized both by a linear Ohmic response in theV(I )
curve and by a reduction in voltage fluctuations. We also fi
that near the boundaries of this channel phase the sy
exhibits some interesting hysteresis effects. We show the
fects of this reentrant behavior on the percentage of six
coordinated vortices in the sample. For certain pinning ra
some transitions among the various plastic flow regimes
marked by a large drop in the number of mobile vortices. W
argue that this drop is a force driven dynamical analog of
thermally driven peak effect observed close toTc .19–21,23

In Sec. IX, we show the effects on the dynamic pha
diagrams of gradually increasing the spatial disorder of
pin array. In the case of large spatial disorder we reco
results consistent with studies on totally random pinning
rays. We also present evidence for the existence of dist
regimes of predominantly interstitial channel flow near t
initial depinning transition. The characteristics of the cha
nels are also discussed.

In Sec. X we plot the phase diagram for increasing
vortex-vortex interaction strength by means of increasing
vortex density. In Sec. XI we present results for a syst
with a triangular pinning array. These qualitatively resem
most of the results from the earlier sections, although
flow of vortices in some of the dynamic phases differs fro
-
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the flow found for the square pinning arrays. In Sec. XII, w
summarize our results and discuss their relevance to exp
mentally realizable systems.

II. SIMULATION AND PARAMETERS

A. Model

We model a transverse two-dimensional~2D! slice ~in the
x-y plane! of an infinitely long~in the z direction! parallel-
epiped with periodic boundary conditions in which stiff vo
tex lines are parallel to the sample edges~i.e., H5H ẑ!. In-
side the sample, the interacting vortices are driven b
Lorentz force over a quenched pinning background. We
merically integrate the overdamped equations of motion:

f i5f i
vv1f i

vp1fd5hvi . ~1!

Here,f i is the total force acting on vortexi, f i
vv is the force

on thei th vortex due to interactions with other vortices, fi
vp

is the vortex-pin interaction force, andfd is the driving force;
vi is the net velocity of vortexi andh is the viscosity, which
is set equal to unity in this work. The vortex-vortex intera
tion between two vortices located atr i and r j is correctly
modeled by a modified Bessel function. Thus the force a
ing on a vortexi due to other vortices is

f i
vv5(

j 51

Nv

f 0K1Xur i2r j u
l

Cr̂ i j . ~2!

Here

f 05
F0

2

8p2l3 ,

F05hc/2e is the elementary flux quantum,l is the penetra-
tion depth, Nv is the number of vortices, andr̂ i j 5(r i
2r j )/ur i2r j u. The force between two vortices decreases
ponentially at distances larger thanl, and we cut off the then
negligible force for distances greater than 6l. We also place
a cutoff on the logarithmic divergence of the forces for d
tances less than 0.1l. These cutoffs were found to produc
negligible effects on the dynamics for the range of para
eters investigated. Throughout this work forces are measu
in units of f 0 , lengths in units ofl, and fields in units of
F0 /l2.

The pinning is modeled asNp short-range parabolic wells
located at positionsr k

(p) . The total force on a vortex from
other vortices and pinning is

f i5(
j 51

Nv

f 0K1Xur i2r j u
l

Cr̂ i j

1 (
k51

Np f p

r p
ur i2r k

~p!uQXr p2ur i2r k
~p!u

l
Cr̂ ik

~p! . ~3!

Here,Q is the Heaviside step function,r p is the range of the
pinning potential,f p is the maximum pinning force of eac
well, measured in units off 0 , and r̂ ik

(p)5(r i2r k
(p))/ur i

2r k
(p)u. The pinning sites are placed in periodic arrays with
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lattice constanta. The driving forcefd is modeled as a
constant force that is slowly increased or decreased line
with time.

In implementing the parallelization of the code we ta
advantage of the cutoff in the vortex interaction range. Us
a one-dimensional domain decomposition, we divide
simulation sample into strips that are multiples of the int
action range in width. Each strip is placed on a sepa
node, and message-passing techniques61 are used at the
processor boundaries. Since the vortex-vortex interaction
a finite range, any one strip only needs to communicate w
its two neighboring strips. Due to periodic boundary con
tions, the code is run on an even number of nodes. L
balancing is simplified by the repulsive nature of the vor
interaction that tends to spread the vortices evenly among
processors. With flexible domain decomposition the num
of processors can be varied without affecting the results.
code is run on a IBM SP parallel computer.

B. Parameters

We typically increase the driving force by 0.0005f 0 every
400 MD steps for a range off d ranging from 0 to 0.85f 0 ;
using slower rates produces negligible differences. For
work we consider the driving force to be in thex direction
along a symmetry axis of the periodic pinning array. W
examine the average of the velocities in thex direction

Vx5
1

Nv
(
i 51

Nv

vi• x̂ ~4!

as a function of driving, writing outVx every 100 to 400 MD
steps. This quantity is related to a macroscopic measu
voltage-currentV(I ) curve. Here,Nv is the total number of
flux lines in the system.

Since MD simulations are computationally intensive, a
we wish to vary many parameters in order to investig
several phase diagrams and generate a complete pictu
the dynamic phases, considerable effort has been put
optimizing our algorithm. We use a cell-index method
well as force tables for the vortex-vortex and vortex-pin
teractions so that excessive function calls are avoided du
program execution. More importantly, the simulation a
uses a high performance parallel processing technique.

We focus on a system of size 36l336l; however, to
study finite-size effects, we have also computed several
teresis runs with system sizes of up to 72l372l. The pa-
rameters we vary include the vortex densitynv , the pinning
site densitynp , radiusr p , strengthf p , and spatial distribu-
tion. We will consider only the case where the vortex latt
is driven along a symmetry axis of the periodic pinning
ray. Results for general driving angles will be presen
elsewhere.15

We use pinning parameters that are experimentally ac
sible and are close to those used in recent experiments51,52

For the density of pinning sites we have investigated a ra
from np50.1/l2 to 0.7/l2, and the corresponding number
pinning sites varies fromNp5130 toNp5907, respectively.
Experiments use samples with a fairly low density of pinni
sites, so we focus on a square array with a pinning densit
np50.25/l2, as found in the experiments described in Re
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51 and 52. We focus on the vortex motion near the fi
matching field B/Bf51, and systematically examine th
change in dynamics asB/Bf is varied.

In order to separate the different effects that each of
pinning and system parameters~i.e., H, f p , Bf! have on the
dynamics of the vortices, we fix all the parameters and v
only one in each of the sections of this paper. Moreover
order to distinguish the effects of disorder caused by
pinning from that caused by thermal effects, we setT50.
Since we are dealing with square arrays of pinning sites n
Bf , the ground-state vortex configuration is a square lat
commensurate with the pinning sites.

In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, the positions of the vortices an
pinning sites are shown forB/Bf,1, ~a!, andB/Bf.1, ~b!.
Vacancies appear in Fig. 1~a! and interstitial vortices are
present in Fig. 1~b!. The initial ground states are obtained
one of two ways. The first is simulated annealing, in whi
we start from a high-temperature vortex lattice and coo
down. In the second approach, we put down a commensu
vortex configuration and randomly add vortices to the int
stitial regions forB/Bf.1 or randomly remove vortices to
create vacancies forB/Bf,1. For B nearBf , the resulting
dynamics are identical using either method.

III. VOLTAGE-CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS
AND PLASTIC FLOW REGIMES

In Fig. 2 we present a typical series of voltage-curre
V(I ) curves as a driving forcef d is slowly increased linearly
in time from zero, for samples withB/Bf.1 @illustrated in
Fig. 1~b!# and f p50.625f 0 ~a!, 0.37f 0 ~b!, and 0.187f 0 ~c!.
The strong-pinningV(I ) curve in ~a! exhibits several re-
markable features that can be clearly seen asdiscontinuous
jumps in the net vortex velocity in thex direction,Vx . In the
first part of the curve, as the driving force is increased,
velocity signal is zero, indicating that the vortex lattice
pinned. At approximatelyf d50.146f 0 , a finite velocity ap-
pears due to the depinning of the weakly pinned intersti
vortices, and theV(I ) curve becomes linear. Atf d
'0.406f 0 , there is avery sharp jumpup in Vx , indicating a
sudden increase in the number of mobile vortices. It can
clearly seen that the voltagefluctuationsbecome much large
after this jump. Atf d'0.462f 0 , we see asudden dropin Vx
and a suppression of the fluctuations inVx , indicating that
the number of mobile flux lines has dropped and is rema
ing constant in number. Finally, betweenf d'0.595f 0 and
f d'0.6125f 0 , which is slightly smaller than the pinning
force of each pinning site,f p50.625f 0 , we see another large
increase inVx that continues until the entire lattice becom
mobile. At this point, forf d*0.625f 0 , theV(I ) signature is
linear. Each of these features in theV(I ) curve correspond to
different vortex flow regimes that we label I through V. R
gion I is the pinned phase, and phases II through IV
plastic flow phases in which portions of the vortex latti
move while other portions remain pinned. Phase II appe
only when f p.0.37f 0 , and the range of driving forces ove
which IV appears increases with increasing pinning streng

In Fig. 2~b! for a sample with weaker pinning (f p
50.37f 0) phase II is lost and the vortex flow jumps direct
to phase III. There is also no sharp discontinuity in the tra
sition from phase II to phase III; however, the transition fro
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FIG. 1. ~a! Vortex and pinning locations forB/Bf50.94, f p50.625f 0 , r p50.3l, Bf50.25F0 /l2, andf d50. In ~b! the same parameter
as in~a! are used but nowB/Bf51.06. Vortices are indicated by black dots and pinning sites~that are placed in a square array! are denoted
by open circles. In~a! the vortex lattice has three vacancies and no interstitials. In~b! all the pinning sites are occupied and five interstit
vortices can be seen in the areas between the pins.
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region III to region IV still shows a discontinuity. The ons
of phase V now occurs atf d50.37f 05 f p . In Fig. 2~c! for a
sample with even weaker pinning, (f p50.187f 0), both re-
gions II and III are lost. The vortex flow goes directly fro
phase I to IV and jumps to phase V atf d50.187f 0 . Region
V is the homogeneous flow phase where the entire vo
lattice is flowing but doing so plastically.

To show explicitly that the features in theV(I ) curves
correspond to different nonequilibrium dynamical flow
phases, in Figs. 3 and 4 we show a series of snapshots of
vortex positions~left panels! as well as trajectory lines~right
panels! indicating where the vortices have flowed during
short period of time for regions II through V of the voltag
current curve in Fig. 2~a!. The vortex lattice structure fo
region I, where the applied driving force is too weak to dep
any vortices, is shown in Fig. 1~b!. In Figs. 5~a!–5~d! plots
of the velocity of an individual vortex versus time for re
gions II–IV also show the very different types of vorte
dynamics present in each phase. It is important to point
that the vortices in interstitial locations are pinned by t
magnetic-repulsion caging effect of the vortices trapped
pinning sites.

A. Interstitial 1D vortex channels

Figure 3~a! presents a ‘‘snapshot’’ of the vortex location
at a single instant in region II of the voltage-current curv
This figure shows that the mobile interstitial vortices are
catedbetweenthe rows of pins. The vortex lattice structure
essentially the same for regions I and II. To approximate
x

e

ut

t

.
-

e

percentage of flux lines that are mobile at a specific driv
force, we define the following measure based on the net
locity in the x direction:

s5
Vx

ufdu
. ~5!

For region I,s has a value ofs50.06, indicating that only
the interstitial vortices are mobile since the percentage
vortices aboveBf is also (B2Bf)/Bf50.06. Figure 3~b!
shows the flow in region II of theV(I ) curve with outlines of
the paths the vortices have followed. This confirms that o
the interstitial vortices flow in region II and that the motio
is constrained to move in 1Dchannelsbetween the rows of
pinning sites due to the square symmetry imposed by
pinned vortices. Figure 5~a! shows that the velocity of the
mobile vortices is never zero and that it has an oscillat
component65 since the energy landscape imposed by the v
tices pinned at the pinning sites has the same square pe
icity as the pinning array.

B. Phase boundary I-II

For the case of strong pinning when region II exists, as
Fig. 2~a!, we can make a simple estimate of the thresh
driving force needed to depin an interstitial vortex by co
sidering the balance of forces when there are two specie
vortices, interstitial and pinned. An interstitial or incomme
surate vortex will feel a force from commensurate pinn
vorticesf inc-c5f incomm-comm, forces from other interstitial in-
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FIG. 2. Average vortex velocityVx versus driving forcef d for B/Bf51.062, r p50.3l, and Bf50.25F0 /l2, with the pinning sites
located in a square array and different pinning forces:~a! f p50.625f 0 , ~b! f p50.37f 0 , and weak pinning case~c! f p50.187f 0 . The
driving force f d is linearly increased slowly from 0 to 0.825f 0 . In ~a! several remarkable jumps in the curve can be clearly seen. T
correspond to transitions between different phases in the dynamical behavior of the driven lattice. We have labeled these pha
Roman numerals. In region I the net velocity is 0, corresponding to a pinned phase. In region II, a finite velocityVx appears and the system
exhibits a linear Ohmic behavior. Region III, falling betweenf d'0.41f 0 and f d'0.46f 0 in ~a!, has its boundaries marked by sharp jum
in Vx . The fluctuations in the velocitiesdVx in this phase are much more pronounced than the velocity fluctuations in region II. Pha
falling betweenf d'0.46f 0 and f d;0.61f 0 in ~a!, corresponds to the 1D incommensurate phase, where both the average velocityVx and the
average velocity fluctuations are smaller than in region III. Phase V corresponds to the phase spanningf d*0.62 f 0 in which the entire vortex
lattice is moving, but with the commensurate rows moving slower than the incommensurate ones. There is no recrystallization
driving forces and the vortex motion is always plastic. In~b!, for weak pinning the vortex flow goes directly from the pinned phase
region III, with the interstitial-flow phase II lost. In~c! for even weaker pinning the vortex flow goes directly from region I to region IV, w
phases II and III lost.
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FIG. 3. Snapshots~left panels! and trajectories~right panels! of the vortex lattice for phases II~1D interstitial channels! and III
~disordered flow! of Fig. 2~a!. The vortices are represented by black dots and pinning sites by open circles. The trails, where the vortic
been moving eastbound along thex direction, are indicated by the trajectory lines on the right panels.~a! A snapshot of the vortex lattice in
phase II with 10 interstitial vortices; note the similarity with the lattice structure in the pinned region I, shown in Fig. 1~b!. ~b! Region II
corresponds to the 1D motion of interstitial vortices between the pinning rows. In~c! and ~d! the strikingly different vortex structures an
flow paths of region III can be seen. Here the vortex lattice is no longer square but is disordered, with vortices moving in and o
pinning sites. The flow paths in~d! now wind in a disordered manner in both thex andy directions. Further, it can be seen from the tra
that vortices are now jumping in and out of the pinning sites.
-
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terstitial vorticesf inc-inc and the driving forcefd . An intersti-
tial vortex will thus remain immobile as long as

f inc-c1f inc-inc1fd50.

For the case when there are few interstitial vortices, as
 in

Fig. 2~a!, we consider only the interactions with the com
mensurate pinned vortices and the driving force and neg
the interactions between pairs of incommensurate vortic
When there is no driving force the interstitial vortices sit
the center of the interstitial locations, and each has f
nearest-neighbor commensurate pinned vortices. As the d
ing force is increased, the interstitial vortex will start to sh
in the interstitial location and experience a restoring fo
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FIG. 4. Snapshots~left panels! and trajectories~right panels! of vortices for regions IV~1D incommensurate flow! and V ~incomm. and
commensurate plastic flow! of Fig. 2~a!. In ~a! and~b! we can see that the vortex lattice structure and flow patterns are quite different
those shown in Fig. 3. In~a! vortices are now aligned with the pinning rows, with certain rows forming 1D incommensurate structur
~b! it can be seen that the motion in region IV is 1D, but unlike the interstitial flow in phase II, where the vortices flowedbetweenthe pinning
rows, the vortices now flowalong the pinning rows. Rows containing an incommensurate number of vortices~i.e., where there are more
vortices than pinning sites! are the only places where motion is occurring, while rows with a commensurate number of vortices r
pinned. In particular, note that the first, second, fourth, seventh, and ninth~commensurate! rows from the top edge remain pinned while th
remaining incommensurate rows slide past the commensurate ones. Flux motion in phase IV, shown in~b!, occurs through mobile vortex
discommensurations. These ‘‘flux-solitons’’ propagate at a faster speed than the actual vortices. In~c! and ~d! the entire vortex lattice is
moving in 1D paths along the pinning rows, corresponding to phase V. The vortex lattice in~c! is not triangular, but is similar to that see
in phase IV. The defects caused by the incommensurate vortices~discommensurations or flux solitons! do not heal out since vortex motio
in the transverse direction does not occur in regions IV and V. The incommensurate rows are more mobile than the commensura
they slip pastthe commensurate rows; thus the vortex motion is always plastic.
rte
a
u

te
ng
from the commensurate pinned vortices. Since the vo
interactions decay exponentially with distance, the domin
restoring force on an interstitial vortex comes from the fo
nearest commensurate pinned neighbors. The maximum
storing force occurs when the interstitial vortex has shif
halfway between its zero driving position and the pinni
site. An estimate for the threshold force is
x
nt
r
re-
d

f d52 f 0K1SA5a

4l D cos@arctan~2!#

22 f 0K1SA13a

4l D cos@arctan~ 2
3 !#. ~6!

Using this equation with the parameters from Fig. 2~a!,
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we find that the onset of region II should occur at a drivi
force of f d50.14f 0 , which is in very good agreement wit
the value off d50.146f 0 obtained from the simulations.

C. Disordered 2D vortex motion

In Fig. 2~a!, at the onset of region III, we find a significan
jump in Vx indicating a suddenincreasein the number of
mobile flux lines. The approximate percent of mobile vor
ces is nows50.44, which indicates that vortices are no
being depinned from the pinning sites since the percentag
vortices aboveBf remainss50.06. Significant fluctuations

FIG. 5. The velocity of an individual typical vortex in a syste
with the same parameters as in Fig. 2~a!. In ~a! an interstitial vortex
in phase II moves with a velocity periodic in time caused by
interactions with pinned vortices that form a periodic barrier
motion. The velocity of the interstitial vortex is never zero. In~b! a
typical vortex in phase III has a disordered motion, with intervals
time where the velocity is zero~when the vortex is pinned! inter-
rupted with times when the vortex is moving. In~c! a vortex in a
row with an incommensurate number of vortices moves in sh
periodic pulses. During each pulse or soliton the vortex moves o
one pinning site, and it is pinned between pulses. The period o
vortex soliton pulses are much longer than the period observe
the motion of phase II@shown in ~a!# since in ~c! the periodicity
arises from a pulse traversing the entire sample, rather than fro
vortex moving between two pinning sites. In~d! a vortex in a row
with an incommensurate number of vortices again moves peri
cally along the pinning row, but the velocity never drops to ze
since the vortex is never totally pinned.
of

for phase III in theV(I ) curves can be seen, indicating th
the number of mobile flux lines is rapidly fluctuating. Figu
3 presents the vortex positions~c! and trajectories~d! for
region III of Fig. 2~a!. We see that the vortex lattice structu
and flow pattern is of a remarkably different nature than t
observed in the interstitial flow phase II. The vortex latti
has now becomedisordered, and the vortex trajectories ar
no longer 1D but move inboth the x andy directions. It can
be seen that some pin-to-pin vortex motion now occurs. U
like the motion in phase II, where only the interstitial vort
ces move and vortices at the pinning sites remain pinnedall
the vortices in region III take part in the motion with any on
vortex moving for a time and then being temporarily trappe
Figure 5~b! shows the velocity of a single vortex in regio
III. The velocity is not periodic as in phase II, Fig. 5~a!, but
shows irregularities, including sharp bursts followed by p
riods of no motion.

D. Phase boundary II-III: interstitial and disordered
flow phases

To understand the crossover from the 1D interstitial flo
phase II to the disordered 2D flow region III, we consider t
balance of forces in a sample with two kinds of vortice
interstitial and pinned, just as in the crossover from regio
to region II. Interstitial vortices exert a forcef inc-c
5f incomm-comm on a commensurate vortex~denoted by the
subindex c! while commensurate vortices exert a forcefc-c on
this vortex. In the simple case when there are no interst
vortices, commensurate vortices stay pinned as long af d
, f p . When interstitial vortices are present, they move b
tween the rows of the lattice of pins and exert an additio
force on the pinned vortices, resulting in an earlier depinn
transition. A commensurate vortex at a pinning site rema
pinned by the force from the pinning site as long as
following force balance inequality holds:

ufpu.ufd1f inc-c1fc-cu. ~7!

Due to the symmetry of the underlying pinning lattice, it
clear that the net force from the other commensurate vort
will be fc-c50 when every pin is occupied by a vortex~or for
other symmetrical configurations!. Sincef inc-c is the sum of
all the interactions from mobile interstitial vortices,f inc-c is
time dependent and has a complicated form.

To estimatef inc-c, we consider the case whereB is only
slightly higher thanBf . Here, the interstitial vortices are o
average sufficiently far apart that we can estimatef inc-c from
a single interstitial vortex interacting with commensura
vortices as it moves between the pinning rows. The fo
exerted by this interstitial vortexi on a commensurate vorte
j has a maximum value when the interstitial vortex reac
the point of its closest approach to the pinned vortex, wh
for a square lattice occurs when the interstitial vortex
aligned with a column of pinning sites~see Fig. 6!. The
distance between vorticesi and j at closest approach i
r i j 5a/2, or half the pinning lattice spacinga. We also take
into account the fact that the pinned vortex will be shift
slightly from the center of the well, both because of t
applied driving force and because of the repulsion from
interstitial vortex. This adds a small distance, which we a
proximate asr p/2, to the distance between the interstiti
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vortex and the pinned vortex, giving a total ‘‘distance
closest approach’’ of approximatelyr i j 'a/21r p/2. In Fig. 6
a schematic diagram of this is presented. In terms of ma
tudes, a commensurate vortex remains pinned as long a
following inequality holds:

f p.Af d
21 f i j

2 S a1r p

2 D , ~8!

f p.F f d
21 f 0

2K1
2S a1r p

2l D G1/2

, ~9!

where f i j 5 f 0K1(r i j /l) is the force between the interstitia
vortex i and the commensurate vortexj. Driving forces
which satisfy this inequality result in phase-II-type inters
tial flow. As the driving forcefd is increased, the inequalit
eventually ceases to hold, and an interstitially moving vor
can cause vortices in the pinning sites to depin. These
pinned vortices move away with some component of th
velocity in the transversey direction. As these vortices move
they depin additional vortices in an irregular fashion, th
producing the transition to the disordered 2D-flow phase
As long asf p, f d , the vortices in the sample can be temp
rarily trapped; therefore, not all of the vortices move sim
taneously.

We predict that the transition from 1D interstitial to di
ordered 2D flow@i.e., from phase II to phase III in Fig. 2~a!#
should occur when the inequality in Eq.~9! no longer holds.
To verify this prediction we consider a sample with para
eters equal to the ones presented in Fig. 2~a!, namely, a
52.0l, r p50.3l, and f inc-c5 f 0 K1(1.15)50.4695f 0 . The
upward jump inVx , signaling the transition between phas
II and III, occurs atf d50.406f 0 . Using inequality~9!, we
find that the jump will occur at this value off d if f p
50.621f 0 . This is in very good agreement with the inp
value of f p50.625f 0 used for the simulations shown in Fig
2~a!. The fact that the calculated value is somewhat less t

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram showing how the interstitial vortic
depin the commensurate vortices. The interstitial vortexi is at its
closest distance, approximatelya/21r p/2, to the pinned vortexj.
Notice that vortexj moves an additional distance, which we a
proximate asr p/2, from the center of the parabolic pinning well du
to the force from vortexi. Whenf d is large enough, vortexi will be
able to depin vortexj, producing a transition from one type o
plastic flow ~type II or interstitial 1D flow! to another~type III or
disordered 2D flow!.
i-
the

x
e-
ir

s
I.
-
-

-

n

the actual value is probably due to the interactions of ot
interstitial vortices that were not taken into account in
equality ~9!.

E. Flux soliton motion in incommensurate 1D vortex channels

Upon further increasing the driving forcef d in Fig. 2~a!,
we observe a new nonequilibrium dynamic phase, which
label region IV. At the onset of this phase, a surprising sh
drop in Vx occurs, indicating adecreasein the number of
mobile vortices. In particular, we find that a fractions
>0.24 of the vortices are mobile, significantly lower than t
fraction,s>0.44, that were mobile in phase III.

In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, we see that the vortex motion pos
sesses a very different structure and flow pattern from tha
the 1D interstitial flow of phase II and the random flow
region III. The flow in phase IV is entirely 1D with the
mobile vortices flowingalong the pinning rows, which is
distinct from the 1D interstitial flow in phase II where mo
bile vortices flowedbetweenthe rows. We observe that th
presence of additional vortices in certain rows createsincom-
mensurate1D structuresin the form of discommensuration
or flux solitons along the pinning row, and that it is in the
rows where motion occurs65 in the direction of the driving
force f d . Rows that are commensurate are immobile. Due
the 1D nature of the incommensurate flow in phase IV,
voltage fluctuationsdVx for phase IV are considerabl
smaller than thedVx’s found during the random flow o
phase III.

It is interesting to point out that the drop in the fraction
moving vortices at the III-IV transition implies anegative
differential conductivity

dV/dI,0.

This behavior is often observed in semiconductors, and
be useful for certain devices.63

The appearance of 1D motion exactlyalong the rows of
pins might seem counterintuitive. This is so because
B/Bf.1 and f d50, when the vortices are not moving, th
only positions for extra vortices that are stable against p
turbations in the transversey direction caused by other inter
stitial vortices are the interstitial positions between the ro
of pinning, as in Fig. 1~b!. For moving vortices, the situation
is quite different because the extra vortices in incommen
rate rows spend part of their timein the pinning sites. The
pinning sites create a stabilizing force against perturbati
in the transversey direction, so that motion becomes co
fined to the pinning rows along the longitudinal directio
The vortex motion occurs only where one or more inco
mensurate vortices are located along the row. As the dis
bance or flux soliton moves, it causes the vortex in front o
to depin and then this one moves to a point where it w
depin the next vortex. From direct observations of the fl
motion, as in Fig. 4~b!, we find that every discommensura
tion is composed of four mobile vortices. The periodic-pu
nature of the discommensuration flow is clearly seen in F
5~c! where the individual velocity of a single vortex in re
gion IV from Fig. 2~a! is plotted. An individual vortex
moves only for a short time as the discommensuration mo
through and then is pinned again. Using the parameters
sented in Fig. 2~a!, where a fraction (B2Bf)/Bf50.06 of the
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vortices are incommensurate, we find that the total fract
of mobile vortices is about four times higher, ors50.24.

F. Phase boundary III-IV

In order to understand when incommensurate vortex m
tion along the pinning rows, as seen in phases IV and V
stable, we construct a simple force-balance argument.
consider a forcef y in the transversey direction that deflects
a vortex away from its longitudinal motion along the pinnin
row in the x direction. Suppose that under the influence
this force f y , the vortex moves a distancedy in the trans-
versey direction equal tor p , the pinning radius, in timet.
Thus,

dy5 f yt5r p . ~10!

For a particular driving forcef d in the longitudinalx direc-
tion, if a vortex can move a distancedx in the x direction
equal to the pinning lattice constant,a, within the same time
t5dy / f y , the vortex will feel a pinning force in a directio
opposite tof y that pulls the vortex back into the row a di
tance:

dx5 f dt5a. ~11!

We note that in actuality the vortex only spends a fin
amount of time in the pinning site so it is not pulled all th
way to the center of the pinning site; however, for conv
nience we assume here that the vortex is pulled all the wa
the center. From Eqs.~10! and ~11! it can be seen that mo
tion along the row is stable if

f y, f d

r p

a
. ~12!

For example, for the parameters in Fig. 2~a!, with r p50.3l
anda52.0l, if the vortex lattice is being driven with a forc
of f d50.5f 0 in phase IV with incommensurate 1D channe
on pin rows, the 1D motion is stable against perturbations
size f y,0.075f 0 . Note that inequality~12! indicates that as
the size of the pinning sites is increased~i.e., increasingr p!
or the pinning density is increased~i.e., decreasinga! motion
along the rows will be more stable. Inequality~12! also er-
roneously predicts thatf y increases linearly withf d ; how-
ever, the maximum possible value forf y for stable vortex
motion is f p .

To derive an expression for the increasing driving force
which region IV appears, we take into account the fact t
there is an average energy barrier for interstitial vortices
enter the pinning rows since vortices at pinning sites tend
keep interstitial vortices in between the rows. Once the v
tices are in the random-flow phase III, many of the vortic
are moving in interstitial regions and~see Sec. III! these
vortices depin vortices at nearby pinning sites. Asf d in-
creases, pinned vortices become easier to depin and the
an increase in the distancer min from which an interstitial
vortex can depin a pinned vortex, so thatr min.a/21r p/2.
When f d is large enough,r min reaches a limiting value suc
that a vortex located approximately halfway between t
columns of pinning sites can depin one of the vortices in
row ahead of it. A schematic diagram of this situation
presented in Fig. 7. To verify this, we note that a vort
n
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placed at the center of an interstitial site exerts a force
proximately equal tof i j (a/&1r p)cos(45°) in thex direc-
tion on a vortex in a pinning site. As a function of the drivin
force f d , the pinning forcef p needed to keep a vorte
pinned at a pinning site when an interstitial vortex is loca
at the center of an interstitial site is

f p.H F f d1
f i j

A2
S a

&
1r pD G 2

1
f i j

2

2 S a

&
1r pD J 1/2

,

~13!

f p.H F f d1
f 0

&
K1S a

&l
1

r p

l D G 2

1
f 0

2

2
K1

2S a

&l
1

r p

l D J 1/2

.

~14!

After an interstitial vortex depins a commensurate vort
it experiences a net force toward the vacated pinning
from the other pinned commensurate vortices. It must tra
an approximate distancea/2 in the x direction before it is
adjacent to the just vacated pinning site. During this tim
however, the depinned vortex also moves a distancea/2 in
the x direction as well asa/2 in they direction and in prin-
ciple should itself be able to depin another commensu
pinned vortex. The original interstitial vortex is just fa
enough from the first depinned vortex that it is able to
trapped by the vacant pinning site.

Thus, whenf d is large enough, vortices moving in th
random 2D flow regime~phase III! will start to become con-
fined along the horizontal pinning rows and, provided th
inequality ~12! is met, this motion along the pinning row
should be stable. Substituting in inequality~14! the param-
eters used in Fig. 2~a! and the value off d50.406f 0 observed
at the onset of the 1D incommensurate motion, we find
calculated value off p50.624f 0 , which is in very good
agreement with the actual valuef p50.625f 0 used in the
simulations.

G. Large driving plastic flow phase: IV-V phase boundary

As f d is increased to almostf p , the entire vortex lattice
starts to flow in a phase that we label region V. The vor

FIG. 7. Schematic diagram showing how interstitial vortices d
pin commensurate vortices at pinning sites at the onset of the
namic phase IV~incommensurate 1D flow!. The interstitial vortexi
at the center of an interstitial depins vortexj at a distance 221/2a
1r p .
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flow pattern for phase V for the system in Fig. 2~a! is pre-
sented in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!. The type of motion and vortex
lattice structure in region V resembles that of phase IV w
vortices moving in 1D channels along the pinning row
however, in region Vall the vortices are mobile. The veloc
ity of an individual vortex is periodic@as shown in Fig. 5~d!#
due to the underlying periodic pinning lattice. Individual vo
tices can slow down considerably but are never comple
repinned, as indicated in Fig. 5~d! by the fact the velocity is
always greater than zero.

The transition from region IV-V in Fig. 2~a! is not as
sharp as that of II-III and III-IV but instead occurs over th
range of 0.595f 0& f d&0.613f 0 . This can be understood b
considering that in region IV certain rows contain incom
mensurate mobile vortices. As these vortices move p
pinned vortices in adjacent commensurate rows they will
ert a small force in addition to the driving force that caus
the adjacent commensurate rows to depin at a driving fo
lower thanf d50.625f 0 .

We also observe that in region V rows with incommens
rate numbers of vortices move faster than commensu
rows so that rows with different numbers of vorticesslide
pastone another. Some portions of the vortex lattice can
seen to have triangular order; however, there are port
where this does not hold. A Voronoi analysis gives a pro
ability of sixfold coordinated vortices ofP650.83. This is
less thanP651 because of the presence of the incomm
surate rows. Asf d is increased further, the density of defec
and structure of the vortex latticedo not change. This result
is different from simulations5,6 with random pinning arrays
that show that for sufficiently high driving rates, the defe
in the vortex lattice heal out andP650.95.

IV. DYNAMIC PHASE DIAGRAM FOR VARYING
PINNING FORCE

In order to better characterize the nonequilibrium d
namic phases, we have performed a series of simulation
which f p is systematically varied, while the rest of the p
rameters are fixed at the same values used in Fig. 2~a!. In
Fig. 8 we present the resulting phase diagram where the
sets of different flow behavior can be observed. For v
weak pinning,f p,0.1f 0 , the features in the flow phases an
V(I ) curve are lost and the vortex lattice moves elastica
The driving force at which the phase boundary I-II occu
increases with increasing pinning force until the pinni
force reaches a value off p close to the interstitial pinning
force, f p

interstitial'0.146f 0 . At this point, the value of the driv-
ing force at the transition saturates because, although
pinning forcef p of the pinning sites is being increased, t
vortex-vortex interaction which determines the interstit
pinning force is not changed.

A. Onset of phase II

Figure 8 shows that the interstitial motion of phase
occurs only whenf p*0.37f 0 . This can be understood b
considering that whenf p&0.37f 0 , inequality ~9! cannot be
satisfied for any driving force, so that phase II cannot occ
and thus the boundary between phases I and II stops.
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For a pinning force off p50.35f 0 , an interstitial vortex at
closest approach exerts a forcef 0K1(1.3)50.3725f 0 on a
vortex at a pinning site. This is greater than the pinni
force, so as soon as the interstitial vortices move, they ca
vortices at the pinning sites to depin, producing phase
motion. In this case, it is not possible for interstitial vortic
to move between the pinning rows without depinning vor
ces trapped at the pinning sites, so the interstitial 1D mot
of region II does not occur for these weak pins. Region
occurs in the phase diagram only for values off p and f d that
satisfy both inequality~9! and inequality ~14!.

B. Onset of phase III

As f p is increased further, a stronger driving force is r
quired for the interstitial vortices moving in phase II to dep
commensurate vortices so that a transition to region III c
occur. The phase boundary line separating phases II an
is expected to follow the equation

f p5F f d
21 f i j

2 S a1r p

2 D G1/2

, ~15!

FIG. 8. The dynamic phase diagram for the pinning forcef p vs
driving force f d with B/Bf51.062, r p50.3l, and Bf

50.25F0 /l2, with a square pinning lattice. Regions I through
correspond to the same dynamical phases shown in Figs. 2~a!, 3,
and 4. For very weak pinning,f p,0.1f 0 , regions II-IV are lost and
the vortex lattice flows elastically both along the pinning sites a
also in the channels in what we label phaseVelastic. The disordered
2D flow phase III first appears atf p'0.25f 0 and phase II atf p

'0.37f 0 . The driving force at which a transition from phase I to
occurs saturates at a value off d'0.146f 0 , which corresponds to
the force needed to depin an interstitial vortex. Asf d is increased,
the phase boundaries II-III, III-IV, and IV-V become linear. Whe
the depinning scenario presented in Fig. 7 can take place, the i
stitial vortex can occupy the just vacated pin site. This gives rise
the incommensurate 1D flow of phase IV. Iff p is strong enough,
the interstitial vortex of region II will have to reach maximum pro
imity to the pinned vortex in order to dislodge it~as shown in Fig.
6!. In this case the interstitial vortex cannot occupy the pin site j
vacated. Thus its deflection along the transverse direction trig
the type of motion in phase III. For large pinning forcef p and
medium drivingf d , phase II dominates the phase diagram.
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which for large drives,f d@ f i j (a/21r p/2), Eq. ~15! reduces
to the linear relation

f p} f d , ~16!

in good agreement with the phase diagram in Fig. 8. Ph
III occurs for f p and f d values that satisfy inequality~14! but
violate inequality~9!. Under these conditions, commensura
vortices can be depinned, but phase IV motion is not
possible.

C. Onset of phase IV

It is clear from the dynamic phase diagram in Fig. 8 th
when f p,0.25f 0 , motion begins immediately in phase IV
without passing through phases II and III. For values off p
less thanf p50.25f 0 , inequality~14! remains invalid for all
driving forces so that the initial motion appears as region
For example, forf p50.25f 0 , motion starts atf d50.09f 0 ,
the right-hand side of inequality~14! is 0.277f 0 , and the
inequality is invalid.

The boundary between phases III and IV satisfies the
lation ~14!. At high drives, inequality~14! behaves asf p
} f d , in good agreement with the III-IV boundary in th
phase diagram in Fig. 8. Region IV flow occurs in the p
tion of the phase diagram where both inequalities~9! and
~14! no longer hold butf d, f p .

Finally, the phase boundary between regions IV and
follows the linear relation off p} f d . When f d. f p , the flow
is 2D and not uniform because rows slide past each oth

We point out that in Eq.~1! we have assumedf d to be
uniform on all the vortices, which is the case for thin-fil
superconductors wherel can be comparable or larger tha
the system size. Vortices in thin film superconductors w
interact via a Pearl potentialf vv;1/r rather than the modi-
fied Bessel function that we use. The modified Bessel fu
tion is appropriate for bulk superconductors. By using th
different vortex interactions, the phase boundaries we
serve may be shifted slightly but the qualitative featu
should be the same. For bulk superconductors an app
current will form a gradient in the vortex density. If th
pinning is weak, the gradient should be small and the
namic phases should be the same throughout the sample
very large flux gradients, different dynamic phases may
cur in different regions of the sample. In Sec. VII we sho
how the dynamic phases are modified when conside
samples with different vortex densities.

V. HYSTERETIC VOLTAGE-CURRENT RESPONSE

To further characterize the driven vortex flow in the pre
ence of periodic pinning sites, we examine hysteresis eff
with simulations in which the applied driving forcef d is
ramped up and then ramped down. Figure 9 shows the
teresis in theV(I ) curve for the sample used in Fig. 2~a!. The
region labels in Fig. 9 are in boldface for the ramp-up and
nonboldface for the ramp-down stage. Little hysteresis
curs as the system goes back through phases V and IV ex
for a small loop in region IV. Region III does not appear
the reverse path at the same value of the driving force
which it appeared when increasing the driving force. Inste
phase IV on the reverse path extends into what is phase
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the forward path, and the vortex lattice only enters region
at f d50.34f 0 , which is below the valuef d50.41f 0 at which
region III appears for the forward path.

The fact that phase III appears at all for such a low va
of f d may appear to contradict the predictions of inequa
~9!, which indicates that forf p50.625f 0 , region III can only
arise whenf d.0.41f 0 . Inequality~9! is, however, only valid
when there are interstitial vortices moving between the ro
of pinning. This occurs for the ramp-up part of the hystere
curve, when there is a transition from phase II to III.
contrast, when a transition from phase IV to III occurs, t
vortices are movingalong the pinning rows, so there are n
interstitial vortices between the rows, and thus inequality~9!
does not apply. It is possible for phase III to appear on
reverse path because the extra incommensurate vortice
proach pinned vortices closely since they are moving alo
the pinning rows rather than between the rows.

Region IV persists for so long on the reverse leg beca
once the 1D incommensurate channels are formed, there
barrier to perturbations in the transverse direction, as no
in Sec. III and by inequality~12!. This barrier is examined
further in the next section. After region III appears on t
reverse path, the vortex motion returns to the interstitial fl
type seen in phase II.

The hysteresis and the sharp discontinuities inVx suggest
that the transitions from II-III and III-IV are first order. Th
lack of hysteresis and the absence of sharp discontinu
jumps inVx suggest that the transitions I-II and III-IV are o
second order.

VI. EFFECTS OF APPLYING A TRANSVERSE FORCE

Even though our system contains periodic rather than r
dom pinning, it is of interest to compare our results to p
dictions made using randomly distributed pins. Giamar
and Le Doussal28 predict that for large driving the uniformly
moving vortices form a moving glass, where the flow is
nearly parallel correlated elastic channels that should

FIG. 9. The hysteresis curve for the system presented in
2~a! as the driving force is brought up tof d50.7f 0 and then
brought back down tof d50. Some phase boundaries~IV-III ! and
~III-II ! show hysteresis, while others~V-IV ! and~II-I ! do not. Bold-
face Roman numerals refer to phases that appear when rampin
while unbold refer to the ramp-down process.
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change with time. Further, once the channels are forme
finite barrier to transverse force is predicted.28

Recently, studies31,32 with random pinning arrays hav
shown that, for large enough driving, the moving vortex l
tice is anisotropic with long-range order in the transve
direction, but not in the longitudinal direction, and have a
provided evidence for a small transverse barrier. In our c
the strongly driven vortices in phase V travel in 1D chann
that do not change with time in the transverse direction
can be seen in Fig. 4~d!. Because commensurate and inco
mensurate rows move atdifferentspeeds, the vortex lattice i
not moving elastically butplastically. Furthermore, it can be
seen that the vortex lattice in region V~strongly driven ho-
mogeneous flow! is anisotropic. Vortices are evenly spac
along the transverse direction a distancea, the pinning lattice
constant, apart; but due to the presence of incommensu
vortices, the vortex lattice isnot evenly spaced along th
longitudinal direction.

The vortex motion of phase V is somewhat analogous
series of weakly coupled 1D Frenkel-Kontorova chains. N
that this kind of transport with fast~incommensurate! and
slow ~commensurate! moving vortex lanes is significantly
different from the elastic transport of the ‘‘moving crysta
predicted for systems with random arrays of pins.6

To test for the presence of a finite transverse barrie
force f y in the transverse direction was applied to a mov
lattice for samples with the same parameters as in Fig. 2~a!.
The lattice was driven atf d50.8f 0 , which puts the sample
in phase V. In Fig. 10~a! we show theV(I ) curve in which
Vy ,

Vy5
1

Nv
(
i 51

Nv

vi• ŷ,

the sum of the net velocities in they direction at one instant
is plotted versusf y . As f y is increased, the lattice remain
locked in the 1D paths and moves only along the longitu
nal x direction until f y'0.075f 0 , at which point the vortex
lattice starts to move in they direction as well. This resul
clearly shows the existence of a finite transverse crit
force for the strongly driven region V.

To further characterize the onset of motion in they direc-
tion, in Fig. 10~b! we plot the fraction of sixfold coordinate
vortices,P6 , as f y is increased. For values off y that are too
small to cause the vortices to move in they direction, we find
P6>0.82, with the defects occurring due to the incomme
surate vortices. At the onset of motion in the transverse
rection, the vortex lattice shows a sharpdecreasein P6 to a
value of P6>0.7, which indicates a change in the vort
lattice structure to a more disordered state. This implies t
even though the vortex lattice is moving, the depinning in
transverse direction is similar to the depinning of a pinn
static vortex lattice where the vortex lattice becomes mo
disordered at the initial depinning transition.6,13,17,26,32Once
the vortex lattice starts moving in the transverse directio
is no longer being driven along a symmetry axis of the p
ning lattice, so the pinning lattice appears more disorde
As f y is increased, the vortex lattice regains its order up
P6'0.96. This higher degree of order indicates that the
fects caused by the incommensurate vortices that w
locked into the vortex lattice in region V heal out once t
a
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symmetry of the pinning lattice is broken. Simulations5,6,26

where the vortex lattice is driven over a random distributi
of pinning sites find that at high drivesP6>0.95 or higher.
These results suggest that one way to experimentally obs
the effects of a finite transverse barrier on a moving vor
lattice is by looking for a change in the vortex lattice stru
ture at the onset of motion in the transverse direction.

We examine the dependence of the transverse force on
driving force in order to determine how the transverse fo
varies in each phase and to test the predictions of inequ
~12!. In Fig. 11, we plot the critical transverse forcef y

c versus
driving force f d for a sample with the same parameters as
Fig. 2~a!. For driving forces that satisfy 0.2f 0, f d,0.4f 0
the system is in phase II. Here the transverse critical forcef y

c

linearly decreases asf d approaches the II-III transition a
f d>0.4f 0 . This agrees well with inequality~9! that indicates
that asf d is increased in phase II, the force needed for
interstitial vortex to depin a commensurate vortex decrea
The transverse critical force reaches its lowest value off y

c

'0.01f 0 in the disordered-flow phase III, 0.406f 0, f d
,0.46f 0 , and then very sharply increases as the system
ters phase IV. The transverse critical force reaches a m
mum of f y

c>0.09f 0 just before the onset of region V atf d

50.61f 0 . The response falls tof y
c>0.075f 0 for phase V. A

more detailed study of how the barrier depends on the
croscopic pinning parameters as well as how the vortex m
tion and structure changes with an applied transverse fo
will be presented elsewhere.15

FIG. 10. The existence of afinite transversecritical force is
shown in~a! where a forcef y is applied in they direction for the
system presented in Fig. 2~a!. The longitudinal driving force isf d

50.8f 0 , which places the lattice in phaseV, the 2D flow phase. In
~a! it can be seen that the vortex motion only occurs in thex direc-
tion until f y50.075f 0 , at which point the vortex lattice starts t
move in they direction as well. In~b! the fraction of six-fold coor-
dinated vorticesP6 is presented for the same range of driving as
~a!. A clear dip in P6 at the onset of flow in they direction is
observed.
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VII. DYNAMIC PHASE DIAGRAM AS A FUNCTION
OF COMMENSURABILITY

One of the most important parameters to vary is the co
mensurabilityB/Bf of the vortex lattice with respect to th
substrate. By increasingB/Bf , we can observe the effects o
increasing interactions between the interstitial vortices
see how the phases investigated in Sec. IV are altered
decreasingB/Bf to values less than one, we consider fie
below the first matching field and observe the dynami
effects of vacancies in the commensurate vortex lattice.
changeB/Bf by varying the number of vorticesNv for a
fixed number of pinning sitesNp , and we monitor the
change in behavior of the flow regimes found for the ph
diagram in Sec. III, whereB/Bf was fixed at B/Bf
51.0625.

In Fig. 12 we present the phase diagram in whichf p
50.625f 0 , r p50.3l, and Bf50.25F0 /l2 are kept fixed,
while B/Bf is varied from 0.75 to 2.296, so that we ca
observe the vortex dynamical phases forB both above and
below Bf and 2Bf . The dynamical phases labeled I throu
V correspond to the same phases discussed in Sec. III. Fi
12 was obtained from a systematic study involving mo
than 25 separate simulations, each one spanning a
range of driving forces.

A. Above the first matching field: Bf<B<2Bf

First, let us consider the cases forB/Bf just above one.
Here, Fig. 12 shows the five phases present from Sec
@see, e.g., Fig. 2~a!#. Phase III, the random 2D motion re
gime, starts to grow for increasingB/Bf while the more
ordered-motion regions II and IV shrink. This is expecte
since an increase inB/Bf effectively introduces disorder via
the addition of more interstitial vortices. As the density

FIG. 11. The transverse critical forcef y
c dependence on driving

force f d for a system with the same pinning parameters as in F
10 and 2~a!. The value off y

c steadily decreases throughout phase
and reaches a lowest value of 0.01f 0 when the system enters regio
III. This is because it is easy to shift vortices in the transve
direction in the 2D disordered flow region. As the system mo
into phase IV,f y

c increases to a maximum value of 0.09f 0 near the
IV-V transition, and then finally levels off near 0.075f 0 in region V.
The dashed lines indicate the location of the phase boundarie
the sample shown in Figs. 10 and 2~a!.
-
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interstitial vortices increases, second or higher-neighbor
terstitial vortex interactions become important and cause
vortices at the pinning sites to depin at lower driving rat
leading to the shrinking of phase II. Similarly, the width
region IV will be reduced since for largerB/Bf there will be
a largerdVy produced by the additional interstitial vortice
This inhibits confinement of the moving vortices along t
pinning rows until higher drives are applied. ForB/Bf
.1.3, phase V disappears and the vortices no longer fl
strictly along the rows of pinning sites. Instead, a consid
able number of vortices flow in 1D channels through t
interstitial areas, as shown in the snapshot in Fig. 13.
label this type of flow phase VI. The vortex flow in region V
is generally plastic and exhibits some properties similar
those of phase III; however, unlike region III, vortices a
neverpinned and always have a nonzero velocity. The tr
sition from phase III to phase VI is not abrupt but occu
continuously as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 12.
hysteresis inV(I ) is observed at the III-VI phase boundar
further indicating the continuous nature of the transition. W
also observe that in phase VI for drivesf d. f p , the vortex
lattice usually displays a higher degree of ordering. This
dering is highly dependent onB/Bf ; for example, when
B/Bf51.7 the vortex lattice is completely ordered at hig
drives and flows elastically. The higher amount of orderi
in region VI does not noticeably affect theV(I ) curves.

Near B/Bf'1.7 and f d'0.25f 0 we find evidence for a
new phase that we label VII. The onset of this phase app
in Fig. 14~a! as a clear jump in theV(I ) curve nearf d
>0.21f 0 . This jump is followed by a linear or Ohmic regio
that ends when another jump into phase III occurs atf d
>0.3f 0 . We verify the existence of a dynamic phase
observing the vortex flow patterns plotted in Fig. 15.
phase VII whole rows of vortices that were commensur
with the pinning sites are depinned and begin to flow in
interstitial regions. These vortices follow stationary we
defined winding paths, unlike the transient time-depend
paths seen in phase III. Since the number of moving vorti
remains constant as the driving force is increased through
phase VII, the velocity of these vortices increases linea
and an Ohmic response is observed. The initial jump in
V(I ) curve atf d>0.21f 0 occurs when a portion of the com
mensurate vortices are suddenly depinned. Further evide
that region VII is a distinct dynamical phase is presented
Fig. 14~b!. Here, some hysteresis occurs in the phase tra
tion from VII to II with region VII persisting to lower forces
on the ramp down.

B. Second matching field: B52Bf

We observe only three dynamic phases at the sec
matching fieldB/Bf52, where the vortex lattice is commen
surate with the pinning lattice and forms a square lattice
45° with respect to the pinning lattice. As seen in Fig. 12,
phase transition from I to II occurs at a driving force
f d>0.15f 0 , approximately the value needed to depin
single interstitialvortex. For fields 1,B/Bf,2, the transi-
tion occurs at lower drives due to the presence of defect
the interstitial lattice. The interstitial flow forB/Bf52 in
phase II differs slightly from that found forB/Bf.2 and
B/Bf,2 since atB/Bf52 the interstitial vortices form a
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FIG. 12. The dynamic phase diagram forB/Bf vs f d with r p50.3l, f p50.625f 0 , andBf50.25F0 /l2 with a square pinning array. Fo
1,B/Bf,1.3, phases I through V can be observed, with the 2D disordered-flow phase III growing withB and the ordered flow phases II an
IV reducing in size for increasingB. The solid horizontal line atB5Bf indicates the vortex lattice is pinned up tof d5 f p . Above B/Bf

51.3, regions IV and V disappear and two new phases, VI and VII, appear. The solid horizontal line atB52Bf indicates that the vortex
lattice is pinned up tof d'0.15f 0 . For B/Bf.2 the pinned region I shrinks drastically and a new phase VIII appears. AtB/Bf51 only two
phases are found with I forf d / f 0,0.6 and V forf d / f 0.0.62. ForB/Bf,1, region I is significantly larger than forB/Bf.1. Phase IVvac

corresponds to the ‘‘vacancy flow’’ regime.
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defect-freelattice thatflows elasticallywith respect to other
interstitial vortices. At higher or lower fields, defects cau
some rows of the interstitial lattice to flow at different spee
from other rows in a manner similar to phase V. Phases
and III, which are observed forB/Bf,2, are absent when
B/Bf>2 and the transition to phase VI, which iscontinuous
for fields B/Bf,2, is marked by asharp jump for B/Bf
>2.

C. Above the second matching field: B>2Bf

Above the second matching field, the pinned phas
shrinks considerably as seen in theV(I ) curves of Fig. 16~a!.
The shrinking occurs when extra interstitial vortices app
in the commensurate interstitial lattice present atB/Bf52
and begin to flow before the commensurate interstitial vor
lattice flows. This shrinking of phase I forB/Bf.2 re-
sembles the shrinking of phase I just aboveB/Bf51, when
interstitial vortices appear in the commensurate pinned v
tex lattice. An extra interstitial vortex in theB/Bf52 inter-
stitial lattice exerts an additional force on the vortex ju
ahead of it, reducing the required depinning force. The fl
s
II

I

r

x

r-

t

of the interstitial vortices just above the depinning current
labeled phase VIII. Snapshots of region VIII in Fig. 17~a!
show that only rows containing extra interstitial vortice
move. The vortices donot move continuously as in phase II
instead, the vortices move insmall localizedpulses similar to
those observed in phase IV.

The phase diagram in Fig. 12 shows that asB is increased
further above 2Bf the transition from region I to region VIII
occurs for lower driving forces f d'0.02 f 0 . At
f d*0.146f 0 all the interstitial vortices start to flow and th
system enters phase II, indicated by a jump in theV(I ) curve
in Fig. 16~a!. At the onset of phase II (f d>0.146f 0), the
interstitial vortices first start to flow in a disorganized wa
with rows moving atdifferent speeds. Nearf d'0.23f 0 the
interstitial vortices begin flowing in acoherentmanner, with
all rows that contain an equal number of vortices flowing
the same speed. Rows containing extra interstitial vorti
move atdifferent speeds. In Fig. 17~b! the flow pattern for
the coherently flowing vortices in phase II is illustrated. Th
onset of the more coherent flow appears in theV(I ) curve as
an increase in the amplitude ofdVx .
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Regions VII and III do not appear forB/Bf.2. Instead
the transition from phase II to phase VI is marked by a v
pronounced jump inV(I ) seen in Fig. 16~a!. The strong hys-
teresis associated with the VI to II transition appears in F
16~b!. On the ramp down off d , region VI persists down to
f d>0.25f 0 , a driving force slightly greater than the force
which the coherent phase II motion appears on the ramp
As the driving force is further decreased a sharp drop in
voltage occurs and the system enters a flow phase tha
sembles region VII, where whole rows of pinning sites a
unoccupied as interstitial vortices flow continuously aroun
smaller portion of pinned vortices. Phase VII doesnot appear
when increasing the driving force. Asf d is reduced further,
another drop inV(I ) occurs as vortices become pinned in t
empty rows of pins. The vortex flow then returns to pha
VIII.

D. At commensurability: B5Bf

At B/Bf51, the commensurate case, we find only tw
phases: a pinned regime forf d / f 0&0.6, and a flowing re-
gime for f d / f 0*0.6, with the depinning transition occurrin
approximately atf d' f p50.625f 0 . This is a direct conse
quence of the existence of only one species of mobile vo
ces rather than the two species required to generate the
phases. All critical driving force values reach their highe
levels for this case. The enhancement of the critical force
reduction of the vortex mobility for this commensurate ca
is consistent with magnetization experiments,51,52,54,59,60di-
rect imaging experiments56 and simulations10 as well as with
resistance measurements in Josephson junction arrays.44 This
enhancement of the critical current can also be considere
a realization of the Mott-insulator phase.62

FIG. 13. Trajectories of the vortex flow in the incommensur
2D phase VI, for a system with the same pinning parameters a
Fig. 12 withB/Bf51.34 andf d50.625f 0 . Here we can see that th
vortices travel mainly in 1D paths as in regions II~1D interstitial
motion!, IV ~1D incommensurate flow along the pinning sites! and
V. However, in region VI motion occurs anywherein the interstitial
areas as well asalong the pinning rows.
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The vortex motion in phase V is different at commens
rability and away from commensurability. ForB.Bf and
B,Bf , the presence of incommensurate vortices causes
tain rows of moving vortices to slide past each other. F
B5Bf , however, the vortex lattice flowselasticallysince all
the rows move at the same speed. Thus for this comme
rate case a ‘‘moving crystal’’ can be realized.

E. Below commensurability: B<Bf

For B/Bf,1, the critical force for vortex motion drop
well below the value atB5Bf , and three dynamical phase
appear plus the pinned phase. The pinned phase I exten
higher driving forces than for theB/Bf.1 case since there
are no weakly-pinned interstitial vortices present. The m
ing phases consist of an initial randomlike flow regime th
resembles phase III and avacancy-flow regime, which we
label phase IVvac. In the latter regime, the vortex motio
consists of jumps from pinning site to pinning site along t
pinning rows, which also corresponds to a vacancy or a h
moving in the opposite direction.

Figure 18 explicitly shows the vacancy motion of regio
IVvac. This 1D motion is very similar to that seen in pha
IV, where motion occurs for incommensurate rows and co
mensurate rows remain pinned. In this case the discomm
surations are due to vacancies rather than interstitials. A
tex i to the west of a vacancy feels an extra force off i j (a),
where f i j is the vortex-vortex interaction, in the direction o
the eastbound driving force, so these vortices become mo
at a lower f d than vortices not located near vacancies. T
vacancy flow regime should occur when the following i
equalities hold:

f d, f p, f d1 f i j ~a!, ~17!

thus, when

f p2 f d, f i j ~a!. ~18!

For our parameters@with a52l, f p50.624f 0 , and f i j (a)
50.15f 0#, we find from inequality~17! that the vacancy mo-
tion should first occur at a driving force off d>0.47f 0 ,
which is in good agreement with the value obtained from
simulation. The force needed to move a vacancy is m
larger then the force needed to move an interstitial vor
since in order for a vacancy to move, a vortex must be
pinned from a pinning site. This result has also been
served in recent imaging experiments.56

At f d50.6f 0> f p , the entire vortex lattice becomes mo
bile. This phase, which we label Vvac is very similar to the
flow found in region V, where incommensurate rows mo
faster than commensurate rows. In this case, the incomm
surate rows have fewer vortices than pinning sites. No h
teresis is found in theV(I ) curves forB,Bf .

VIII. DYNAMIC PHASE DIAGRAM AS A FUNCTION
OF PINNING RADIUS

Another parameter that can be conveniently varied is
radius of the pinning sites,r p . Here we will limit ourselves
to r p small enough so that onlyonevortex per pinning site is
allowed.13 In Fig. 19 we present a phase diagram where
parameters f p50.625f 0 , Bf50.25F0 /l2, and B/Bf

in
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FIG. 14. Average velocityVx vs driving force for a system with the same parameters as in Fig. 12 withB/Bf51.72. In~a! phase VII first
appears atf d50.21f 0 in the form of a jump in theV(I ) curve. The average velocityVx increases linearly throughout region VII untilf d

'0.3f 0 , when another jump inV(I ) occurs and the system shifts to the 2D phase III. In~b! further evidence that region VII is a distinc
phase appears as a small hysteresis around the III-VII transition. When ramping down the driving current, a slightly greater nu
mobile vortices are present in region VII and this phase persists down to a lower value off d than the value at which it first appeared on t
increasing-drive leg. Note that there is no sharp jump and no hysteresis in theV(I ) curve for the III to VII transition. This phase boundar
can be identified by examining the vortex lattice motion.
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51.0625 are used, whiler p is systematically varied from
0.1l to 0.375l. We see that asr p is increased, the width o
phase I is slightly reduced. This can be understood when
consider that vortices in the pinning sites can move a furt
distancer p away from the moving interstitial vortices whil
still remaining pinned, thus reducing the interstitial pinni
force and slightly lowering the driving force required to in
tiate motion.

As r p is increased, the ordered flow phases II and IV gr
in size while the disordered flow region III shrinks. The i
crease in phase II is explained by the fact that in larger p
ning sites the pinned vortices can move further away fr
the interstitial vortices, increasing the quantityf min(a/2
1r p/2) in inequality~8! that marks the II-III phase bound
ary. Thus, a higher driving force is now needed for the
equality to remain valid and for phase III to appear.

The growth of phase IV results from the fact that larg
e
r

-

-

r

pinning sites better stabilize vortices moving along the p
ning row since the vortices move a smaller distancea
22r p between pinning sites. Region IV should also be mo
stable for larger pins since a higher transverse force is
dicted by inequality~12!.

A. Dynamic ‘‘peak’’ effect

In order to emphasize the very different behaviors t
occur when decreasingr p , in Fig. 20 we present the voltage
current curves for the same parameters used in Fig. 2~a! but
with a smaller and larger pinning radius:r p50.2l ~curve
with larger arch aroundf d / f 0'0.3– 0.5! and r p50.35l
~curve with the much smaller phase III!. It is interesting to
note that the same number of vortices are mobile in b
systems for region IV aroundf d / f 0'0.58, since the net ve
locitiesVx are approximately equal. In Fig. 20 we can see
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striking discontinuouslarge drop in the number of mobil
vortices at the phase transition from phase III to IV arou
f d / f 0'0.56 for ther p50.2l system, indicated by the sud
den decrease inVx . For ther p50.35l case, this jump occurs
much earlier aroundf d / f 0'0.44 and is significantly smaller

The decrease in the number of mobile vortices at the tr
sition from phase III~disordered flow! to phase IV~1D in-
commensurate channels! is reminiscent of the peak effec
where an increase inJc occurs as the temperature or field
raised. The dynamic ‘‘peak’’ effect we observe here occ
due to anincrease in the driving forcerather than an increas
in the field or temperature. The usual peak effect is belie
to be associated with a dynamical transition fromelasticflow
to plastic motion of vortices.18–20 In Fig. 20 the phase tran
sition III-IV is between two differentplastic flow regimes:
from random flow~III ! to 1D incommensurate channels~IV !.
It is also possible to observe the transition from region III
IV in our system by maintaining a constant driving force a
decreasing the field, as can be seen from the phase diagr
in Fig. 12; by varying the pin radius, as indicated by t
phase diagram in Fig. 19; or bychanging the pinning force,
as shown in Fig. 8.

B. Dynamic ‘‘winding interstitial’’ phase

At a pinning radius r p50.175l, a different phase
emerges that was not seen in our other phase diagrams.
ure 21 shows the voltage-current curve for this case.
increase the driving force and observe the dynamic pha
which appear beyond phase II~1D interstitial flow!. In Fig.
21 we can first see region I, the pinned phase, and phas

FIG. 15. The vortex trajectories for the partially order
quasi-1D flow phase VII for the same system as in Fig. 14 w
f d50.275f 0 . This phase occurs below the second matching fi
for 1.72&B/Bf,2. Here the vortices can be seen traveling throu
specific interstitial flow paths somewhat resembling those in the
interstitial flow phase II. Unlike in region II, the paths in region V
wind considerably and contain large numbers of depinned comm
surate vortices. The commensurate vortices depin at the jump in
V(I ) curve seen in Fig. 14.
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II,

the 1D interstitial flow phase. These are then followed by
onset of a disordered flow region III, which we also confir
by directly viewing the moving lattice. Above phase III, th
fluctuationsdVx in the voltage-current plot are clearlyre-
duced and theV(I ) curve becomes linear, suggesting t
presence of different dynamics from the random flow
gime. We label this region IX. Beyond phase IX the moti
once again becomes disordered and region IIIreappears.
This is followed by a narrow phase IV, where the flow is 1
incommensurate along the horizontal pin rows, and then
whole lattice starts to flow in phase V.

To further characterize the motion in phase IX, we co
pute the evolution of the Voronoi construction and show
Fig. 21~b! the fraction of six-sided polygonsP6 as a function
of the driving force f d . Here we can see that the initia
vortex lattice configuration has a very low fractionP6
'0.38 of six-sided polygons, which is due to the fact that
underlying pinning lattice is square. Those six-sided po
gons that appear in the pinned region are a result of both

d
h
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FIG. 16. Average vortex velocityVx vs driving force f d for a
system with the same parameters as in Fig. 12 and above the se
matching field: B/Bf52.15. Here the pinned vortex phase I en
at a much lower driving force than forB/Bf,2 since the additional
interstitial vortices that have been added to theB/Bf52 lattice are
less strongly pinned than the interstitial vortices in a lattice w
1,B/Bf<2. The new phase of interstitial vortices~for B.2Bf! is
labeled region VIII. The usual 1D interstitial-flow phase II appea
at f d'0.14f 0 and the system then jumps to region VII atf d

'0.39f 0 . In ~b! strong hysteresis from phase VI to II is observ
with region IV persisting down to aboutf d'0.25f 0 . The flow en-
ters phase VII as the driving force is further decreased and t
moves to region VIII.
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FIG. 17. Vortex trajectories in phases VIII~a! and II ~b! for the same system used in Fig. 16. These phases appear above the
matching field; hereB52.15Bf . In ~a!, f d50.1f 0 and 1D motion occurs only in rows where there is an extra interstitial vortex. A si
vortex does not move continuously across the sample, instead as it travels the discommensuration pushes each vortex one lattic
direction of motion in a manner resembling the flow in the 1D incommensurate-flow phase IV. In~b!, the driving force has been increase
to f d50.35f 0 , andf d50.35f 0 , and all the interstitial vortices are mobile. The interstitial motion shown here is more coherent than the
II flow observed forB/Bf,2.
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FIG. 18. Trajectories of vortexvacanciesfor B/Bf50.94 for
region IVvac in a sample with the same pinning parameters as in F
12. Shown is a 20l320l region that contains 100 pinning sites, 9
vortices, and two mobile vacancies withf d50.57f 0 . The vacancies
move towards the left in 1D paths along the pinning rows in
oppositedirection of the eastbound vortex motion. As each vaca
moves, it displaces the neighboring vortex just behind it by o
pinning lattice constanta. These vacancies move much faster th
the vortices themselves. Rows that contain no vacancies are im
bile.
small number of incommensurate vortices and the Voro
algorithm used, as square polygons are very sensitive
small distortions or displacements and are likely to appea
polygons with more than four sides. Asf d is increased, a
slight increase inP6 occurs at the onset of phase II when t
interstitial vortices depin. At the beginning of region III an
other increase inP6 appears since the square symmetry
lost in the random-flow motion. At the onset of region I

.

e
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FIG. 19. The dynamic phase diagram for the pin radiusr p vs f d

with f p50.625f 0 , Bf50.25F0 /l2, andB/Bf51.062 with a square
pinning array. Herer p is varied from 0.125l to 0.35l. As r p is
increased, phases II and IV grow while phases I and III shrink
size. Atr p<0.175l, a new phase, region IX, appears. This phase
located between two phases of region III motion; thus, phase III
r p,0.175l exhibits a strikingreentrantbehavior as a function of
driving.
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there is asharp increasein the number of six-sided polygon
corresponding to the ordering of the lattice at this stage
this regionP6 reaches a local maximum value ofP6>0.8. At
the transition to thisreentrantdisordered-motion phase III
there is another drop inP6 to an average value ofP6
>0.58. As the lattice finally moves out of region IV and in
region V, the number of six-sided polygons once again ri
to P6>0.9. It does not reachP651.0 because of the 1D
incommensurate structure of phase V.

To show conclusively that region IX in Fig. 21 represen
a distinct dynamical phase, in Fig. 22 we plot a snapsho
the vortex lattice~a! and the vortex trajectories~b! in phase
IX. Here we can see a remarkably different behavior fro
that observed earlier. The vortices travel in well-defined fl
channels with most of the vortices movingbetweenthe hori-
zontal pinning rows and a small number of vortices pinned
the pinning sites. The motion is distinct from the interstit
flow of phase II where only a small number of interstiti
vortices were mobile and all the pinning sites were occup
The motion isnot in straight 1D paths along the longitudin
direction, as in phases I, IV, and V, but wanders in the tra
verse direction. As can be seen in Fig. 22~b!, the wandering
is caused when the flowing interstitial vortices are deflec
by a small number of pinned vortices. The trajectory lin
show that the vortices travel in paths that are stationary
time. There is alsono depinningof vortices from the pinning
sites. This behavior is very different from that seen in ph
III, where the channels are changing rapidly as a function
time, and vortices continuously depin and become pinn
Interestingly, the number of vortices pinned at the pinn
sites isexactlythe number of extra vortices aboveBf . After
region IX, as the driving force is increased, the flowreenters
phase III when the combination of the driving force and p
turbations from interstitially moving vortices begin to dep
the vortices at the pinning sites.

C. Hysteresis for winding interstitial phase IX

The phase IX displays some remarkable hysteresis p
erties. In Fig. 23 we examine the hysteresis of a system w

FIG. 20. The average longitudinal velocityVx of the vortices
versus driving forcef d , for r p50.2l ~top curve! and 0.35l ~lower
curve, with smaller peak aroundf d'0.43f 0! for samples with the
same parameters as in Fig. 19. This figure shows the remark
difference in the shape of the curves. Forr p50.2l, phase III is
much larger; also its III-IV phase boundary is marked by a sud
and large drop in the voltage.
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the same pinning parameters as in Fig. 19 w
r p50.125l. In Fig. 23~a! the driving force is brought up to
f d50.75f 0 , driving the system into phaseV, and thenf d is
brought back to zero. The reverse curve follows the forw
curve down tof d'0.625f 0 or f d' f p , and then drops down
as the vortex flow enters phase IV. Note that region IV isnot
seen on the initial ramp up, as expected from Fig. 19. T
appearance of phase IV on the ramp down occurs since
flow in region V is very similar to the flow in phase IV: th
vortices move along the pinning rows and an effective tra
verse barrier forms~see Sec. IV! that keeps the vortices in
the channels. It is interesting to note that the transition fr
V to IV is quite broad and some small steps appear in t
transition region. We believe that the steps occur as in
vidual commensurate rows become pinned. As each row
pinnedVx drops suddenly and then levels off until anoth
row is pinned. The 1D incommensurate-flow phase IV p
sists down to aboutf d'0.22 f d and then jumps to phase III
The flow remains in region III almost down to the depinnin
force observed in the initial ramp-up curve. At this point,
jumps briefly to phase II and finally reaches the region
pinned phase. The width of the hysteresis curve is qu
large, e.g., atf d50.5f 0 the fraction of mobile vortices iss
50.27 on the ramp down ands50.94 on the ramp up. No
tice that region IX doesnot occur on the ramp-down portion
If we ramp up the force again, the system will follow th
same curve as the initial ramp-up curve.

In Fig. 23~b! we show a hysteresis plot of the same sy
tem shown in Fig. 23~a! except that the maximum driving
force f d50.59f 0 places the system in region III during th
initial part of the ramp down. The reverse curve follows t
forward curve down to aboutf d50.4f 0 where it enters phase
IX at the same point that region IX ends on the ramp up. T
ramp-down curve in phase IX has a slightly higher numb
of mobile vortices, causing this curve to lie above t
ramp-up curve. The reverse curve is smoother and lacks
small jumps seen during the ramp-up phase. During the ra
down, region IX persists below the driving force at whic
phases III and II appear on the ramp up, and then abru
ends when the vortices repin at approximately the driv
force needed for initial motion on the ramp up~i.e., the I-II
ramp-up phase boundary phase!. This strong hysteresis sug
gests that phase IX is a first-order transition.

To understand the appearance of a distinct phase IX
small r p , we must consider that, prior to region IV, th
sample is in the random-flow phase III. In this state, t
vortices are being pinned and depinned at random. A la
portion of configuration phase space can be explored
many different configurations are possible. One poss
configuration has most of the vortices flowing in between
vortex rows while a small number of vortices remain pinn
at the pinning sites. The vortices at the pinning sites cau
deflection of the vortices that are moving in between
pinning rows. It can be seen that if the pinning radii are t
large, the deflected vortices will be trapped at the pinn
sites. If the pinning sites are small, vortices can pass
pinned vortices without being trapped by a pin, and contin
to flow between the pinning rows. We write a minimu
criteria for this continuous flow by assuming that a pinn
vortex deflects a flowing vortex by a distance of 0.5l5a/4
@which is close to the deflection distance observed in F
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FIG. 21. ~a! The average longitudinal velocityVx vs driving forcef d and~b! the fractionP6 of sixfold coordinated vortices versus drivin
for a sample with the same parameters as Fig. 19 withr p50.15l. Regions I, II, III, IV, and V correspond to the dynamic phases discus
in Sec. III. Phase IX occurs at the interval (0.31f 0< f d<0.4f 0) of the voltage-current curve where the fluctuationsdVx in the velocityVx

become significantly smaller than fluctuations in the surrounding regions. In this phase IX the voltage-current curve is approximate
In ~b! the fraction of six-sided Voronoi polygons is presented. In regions IX and V, there is a relatively highP6 . The value ofP6 is relatively
low for the pinned phase I since the underlying lattice is square.
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22~b!#. Since the center of each pinning site is located
distancea/2 from the interstitially moving vortices at the
point of close proximity, it is expected that continuous win
ing interstitial motion~phase IX! will occur for pinning sites
of radiusr p,a/4. This can be seen in Fig. 22~b! where some
winding paths almost collide with the pins. If the latter we
slightly larger, the winding path would be blocked. Contra
to this, the onset of continuous flow did not occur until t
pinning radius was reduced tor p>0.175l. To understand
this, we note that in Fig. 22 there are several places~third
and eighth rows! where two vortices are pinned in a row
a

-

causing additional deflection in they direction and prevent-
ing continuous flow until smaller pins are used.

IX. DYNAMIC PHASE DIAGRAM FOR GRADUALLY
VARYING THE DEGREE OF DISORDER

Another important parameter to vary is the amount
disorder in the pinning array. This can be accomplished
gradually displacing the pinning sites by small random d
tances from the original square lattice positions. Thus,
consider the effect of randomly displacing individual pinnin
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FIG. 22. A snapshot~a! and trajectories~b! showing the vortex structure and flow paths for the winding interstitial phase IX~see Fig. 21!
at f d50.38f 0 . Here,r p50.175l, Bf50.25F0 /l2, andB/Bf51.062. Here the vortex lattice is relatively ordered and features inters
flow around a small number of pinned vortices. In~b! we see that the flow occurs in channels that do not change in time. Bends i
channels occur near pinned vortices. This phase differs from phase VIII in that the latter has a much larger fraction of pinned vo
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sites up to an amountdr from the ordered lattice position. In
terms of the lattice constanta, we will consider the maxi-
mum case,dr 5a/2, to be a good approximation to a total
random pinning array.

In Fig. 24 we present the phase diagram for varying d
order, where maximum displacements up todr 5a/25l are
used, and in Fig. 25 we present theV(I ) curves for the case
with B/Bf51.062, f p50.625f 0 , Bf50.25F0 /l2, a52l,
and r p50.3l. As the amount of disorder is gradually in
creased from zero, the disordered flow region III grows wh
the ordered flow phases II and IV shrink corresponding
Region II shrinks since the displacement of pinning sites i
the interstitial areas allows interstitial vortices to approa
pinned vortices more closely, resulting in a lower depinn
transition.

The V(I ) curves in Fig. 25 also emphasize the change
the flow behavior. For disorder greater thandr /2a.0.05, the
phase II to III transition is no longer discontinuous. The s
of the jump down in the voltage at the phase boundary fr
III to IV transition also decreases. For large enough disord
as in Fig. 25~c!, only a small dip can be seen marking th
III-V phase transition. For disorder greater thandr /2a
50.125, as seen in Figs. 25~a! and 25~b!, phase IV disap-
pears and there is no longer a sharp boundary betwee
gions III and V, as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 24. F
dr /2a.0.125, an increase inP6 near f d5 f p indicates that a
transition from a less ordered to a more ordered vortex lat
still occurs even in the presence of disordered pinning. T
has also been observed in other simulations with rand
pinning.5,6,26,27We label this flow regionVr to distinguish it
from the 1D incommensurate channels seen in phase V.

From Fig. 24 it can be seen that atdr'0.08a, phase IV
disappears. This can be understood when we consider th
region IV, vortices flow in straight 1D paths along the pi
-
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ning rows. As the pinning sites are disordered, it becom
increasingly difficult to create 1D straight paths that follo
the pinning sites. For the system in Fig. 24, whendr
50.08a and r p50.3l, the maximum transverse displac
ment of two pinning sites in a row is 0.16a if one pin is
displaced a distancedy510.08a and the other a distanc
dy520.08a. When this occurs, we have

2dy>r p

@because here: 2dy50.16a>r p50.3l50.3(a/2)50.15a#.
In this case, a vortex cannot travel in a straight path along
longitudinal direction and still intersect two consecutive p
ning sites, so the 1D incommensurate motion of phase IV
lost. From Fig. 24 we find that the disappearance of reg
IV occurs near a maximum transverse displacement ofdy
50.08a50.16l, giving 2dy;0.32l.r p50.3l, which is in
agreement with the inequality 2dy>r p that signals the dis-
appearance of phase IV.

A. Formation of vortex channels in samples with a random
distribution of pins

For dr .0.15a there are only three dynamical phase
regions I, III, and V, with region II only occupying a negli
gible part of the dynamic phase diagram. These three reg
are consistent with results obtained theoretically and exp
mentally with random pinning arrays. As the disorder i
creases, the nature of the flow in disordered flow phase
changes due to the presence of randomness in the locatio
the pins. In particular, the dynamics of the vortices at
onset of region III is distinct from that of the higher drive
We have found that in the regime of higher disorder there
two different plastic flow phases: a single-channel flo
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FIG. 23. Hysteresis in theV(I ) curves for a system with the same parameters as in Fig. 19 and withr p50.125l. In ~a! the maximum
driving force is brought up tof d50.75f 0 at which point the vortices are in the phase V flow. The reverse or ramp down curve retra
and then enters region IV that is not seen on the ramp up. Notice that the percentage of mobile vortices is significantly smaller d
ramp down, as indicated by the much lower value ofVx . From phase IV the flow jumps up to region III and phase IX doesnot appear on
the ramp down. In~b! the driving force is brought up to a maximum off d50.59f 0 , at which point the vortices are in phase III. In the rever
curve, region IX persists well below the driving force at which it appears on the ramp up, passing both the first phase III and also
Notice that in~b! the density of mobile vortices is higher on the ramp down than on the ramp up. This is opposite of what is shown~a!.
e

in
fi

e

was
the
phase, and anintermittentchannel flow phase where som
channels form, freeze, and flow again.10,14,33

We observe that, for large values of the disorder, the
tial depinning of vortices occurs by the formation of speci
channels that are stationary in time. In Fig. 26 we show
small section of the voltage-current curve for the initial d
i-
c
a
-

pinning of vortices for the case ofdr 51.0l on the dynamic
phase diagram. A running average over a period of time
performed to remove small time scale fluctuations from
data. Here it can be seen that in the initial part of theV(I )
curve there is a jump inVx at f d'0.2 f 0 and a plateau for
0.19f 0< f d<0.206f 0 . The value ofVx at f d'0.207f 0 rises
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again to a second plateau at which pointVx again becomes
roughly constant. These two jumps inVx correspond to the
opening ofsingle 1D channels of mobile vortices. In Fig
27~a! we show the vortex trajectories for the first plateau
theV(I ) curve, labeled~a! in Fig. 26. Here we can see that
single channel has appeared. This channel consists of six
interstitial vortices flowing around the vortices pinned at th
pinning sites. For Fig. 27~a!, the driving force in thex direc-
tion is f d50.206f 0 , and thus we estimate that if the vortice
were moving freely we would have

Vx /Nv516f d /Nv516~0.206! f 0/34450.0096f 0 .

The value from theV(I ) curve isVx50.0092f 0 . This actual
value is lower as a result of the slower vortex motion in t
channels caused by the existence of points along the c
nels where vortices are temporarily immobile or are slow
down. The features of the channel motion shown in F
27~a! do not change with time. To test whether this motion
truly constant as a function of time, we placed the system
point ~a! of Fig. 26, corresponding to the channel shown
Fig. 27~a!, and ran the simulation for 106 MD steps; we
found no changes in the vortex trajectories.

B. Vortex ‘‘turnstile’’ motion near 1D flow winding channels

Let us now more closely examine the winding vorte
channel shown in Fig. 27~a!, which corresponds to the poin

FIG. 24. Dynamic phase diagram for gradually increasing
amount of disorder in the periodic pinning array forf p50.625f 0 ,
r p50.3l, B/Bf51.062, andBf50.25F0 /l2, for an initially square
lattice dr /2a50. The disorder is created by displacing the squa
pinning array positions random distances uniformly distribut
from zero todr . As the amount of disorder is increased, the 2
disordered-flow phase III grows while the ordered-flow regio
shrink: phase IV disappears atdr /2a'0.08, and region II disap-
pears arounddr /2a'0.25. For disorder larger thandr /2a'0.25,
only three~I, III, V ! phases exist, which is in agreement with pr
vious studies on totally random arrays of pinning sites. Reg
Vrandom is similar to region V with the vortices moving in roughl
1D channels; however, the increasing randomness of the pin
locations causes increasing wandering of vortices in the transv
direction to occur. The dashed line separating region III and reg
Vrandomindicates the lack of a sharp boundary separating these
phases.
en

n-
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at

~a! in theV(I ) curve in Fig. 26. Figure 28 contains a blowu
of an area near this channel, and shows the interesting
nomena of a vortex located in an interstitial site near a ch
nel exhibiting a circular orbit. As interstitial vortices flow
past in the channel, they change the energy landscape e
rienced by the interstitial vortex near the channel, caus
this vortex to move in a circular manner. The presence
this interstitial vortex also causes the nearby vortices in
channel to slow down as they pass its location. Although
circularly moving ‘‘turnstile’’ vortex is not moving directly
along the direction of driving, it still contributes to the dis
sipation of energy. It can also be seen in Fig. 28 that
vortices in the pinning sites near the channel shift a sm
amount as the vortices in the channels move through.

C. Formation of multiple and intermittent channels

Thesecond plateau~b! of Fig. 26 in theI -V curve corre-
sponds to the opening of asecond channelof flowing inter-
stitial vortices. This is shown in Fig. 27~b!. The second chan
nel is similar to the first, with thirteen vortices flowing in th
interstitial region. The overall motion of the vortex lattice

e

e
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ng
se
n
o FIG. 25. Average vortex velocityVx vs driving force f d for
different amounts of disorder in the same system shown in Fig.
When the pinning sites are displaced about 15% or less from
perfectly periodic casedr /2a50, all the phases~I through V! are
present. For disorderdr /2a50.075 and higher, as in~a!, ~b!, and
~c!, the discontinuity at the phase boundary II-III is lost. In~a! and
~b!, for disorderdr /2a>0.125 region IV vanishes.
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this point is again periodic as a function of time. As t
driving force is increased further, the vortices in the tw
channels shown move faster, but the other vortices rem
pinned.

For f d in the range 0.212f 0& f d&0.225f 0 , a number of
jumps in theV(I ) curve shown in Fig. 26 can be seen, ind
cating that the motion is no longer periodic in time. In F
27~c!, corresponding to~c! in Fig. 26, we show that a num
ber of channels have now opened; however, unlike the
tion of the channels before, these channels arechangingover
time, with certain channels opening and closing, and n
channels forming and reforming.10,33The middle channel can
be seen tobranch off, forming two separate channels. Rig
before this bifurcation, near the center of the figure towa
the left edge, another single vortex channel that broke
from the primary central channel rejoins the central chan
after making a small loop. Complex channel structures
also be observed in the bottom right and top left of F
27~c!.

At higher drives, as in Fig. 27~d! corresponding to poin
~d! in the V(I ) curve of Fig. 26, the channel behavior b
comes even more ramified and complicated, with a la
amount of branching occurring. There are certain pla
where single vortices jump from one channel to another. T
channels also start to lose their strictly 1D characteri
since in some places the flow channels are wide while
other places the flow is quite narrow. The branches of
channels do not carry the same number of vortices, w
some channels containing up to 25 vortices and smaller
branches containing only one or two vortices. Another f
ture that can be seen from the evolution of the channel
work, from ~a! through~d!, is that although the channels i
~c! and ~d! are changing considerably, certain channels
robust and appear throughout the sequence~a!–~d!. In par-
ticular, in ~a!, the first channel that opened is robust a
remains throughout the sequence~a!–~d!. A full statistical
analysis of the channels will be presented elsewhere.
results shown are consistent with our results10,33 for flux-

FIG. 26. The voltage-currentV(I ) curve for the initial depinning
transition,f d50.20f 0 to f d50.24f 0 , for dr 5a/2. The curve shows
several jumps and plateaus inVx labeled~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d!. The
plateaus~a! and~b! correspond to the formation ofsinglechannels
of flowing vortices and~c! and ~d! correspond to regions wher
multiple channels areintermittentlyflowing ~Ref. 33!.
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gradient-driven simulations with random pinning arra
where interstitial channel behavior was observed wh
B/Bf.1.

The results shown here for the network of channels at
onset of depinning are similar to those observed recently
other simulations.16 There are, however, several importa
differences. In the system presented here,Np,Nv and the
long-lived channels consist predominantly of interstitial vo
tices moving around the pinned vortices. We have also
served several remarkable features that are a direct co
quence of the existence of two species of vortices, includ
interstitial vortices moving in circular orbits near the flowin
channels.

X. DYNAMIC PHASE DIAGRAM FOR VARYING
DENSITY OF PINNING SITES

Another quantity that can be varied in a controlled ma
ner is the densitynp of pinning sites. In Fig. 29 we keepf p
and r p fixed, but increaseBf by increasingNp while corre-
spondingly increasingB so as to keep the ratioB/Bf constant
at B/Bf51.065. We consider the cases fromBf
50.0386F0 /l2 to Bf50.892F0 /l2. IncreasingBf has the
same effect as increasing the vortex-vortex interaction si
the intervortex spacing decreases. In Fig. 30 variousV(I )
curves are presented that show how regions I to V cha
with increasingBf .

Figures 29 and 30 show that for lowBf , Bf
<0.3F0 /l2, where the pinning lattice constanta is large,
the range of driving forces that place the system in phase
the largest and decreases asBf is increased. Asa increases
when Bf decreases the strength of the interstitial pinni
force created by the vortices at the pinning sites decrease
predicted by inequality~6!, and thus the transition from
phase I to II occurs at a lower driving force. On the oth
hand, for increasinga, the II-III phase transition occurs a
higher f d . This is a consequence of the inequality~9!, f p

.$ f d
21 f i j

2 @(a1r p)/2#%1/2. The term f i j @(a1r p)/2#, the
vortex-vortex repulsion force at the distance of closest
proach, decreases for largera and hence smallerBf , so that
f d must be increased for inequality~9! to be invalid and the
transition to region III to occur. Similarly, region IV grow
asBf is increased anda is correspondingly decreased. Th
occurs since, asa in inequality ~13! is decreased, the term
f i j @(a/&1r p)# increases so that a lower driving force
necessary for the transition into region IV. Ata,1.58l,
corresponding toBf>0.4F0 /l2, region III becomes mi-
nutely small, as seen in Fig. 29.

For Bf,0.0936F0 /l2 the 2D disordered phase III disap
pears; however, region V still appears. AsBf is increased,
the transition to phase V becomes broader as seen in Fig
The onset of region V also occurs for a lower driving for
for higherBf . We believe that this is because mobile row
from phase IV interact more strongly with immobile rows
higherBf causing the whole lattice to move at a lower dri
ing force.

XI. VORTEX DYNAMICS ON A TRIANGULAR
PINNING ARRAY

Besides the square pinning arrays11,13 used in most
experiments,34,51–53,55,56it is also possible to create triangula
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FIG. 27. Vortex trajectories corresponding to the regions labeled~a!–~d! in Fig. 26. In ~a! a single channel of about sixteen predom
nantly interstitial vortices can be seen. In~b! a second channel containing twelve vortices appears. These two channels do not chan
time. In ~c! several channels can be observed; however, some of these channels areintermittentand form and reform while others, such a
the channels still remaining from~a! and~b!, are robust. In~d! more channels can be seen. Note that some of the channels from~c! are no
longer flowing in~d!. However, the original channels from~a! and ~b! are still present.
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pinning arrays.11,49,54Although we have not studied triangu
lar pinning arrays in as much detail as the square arrays
runs that we have conducted strongly suggest that mos
the results from the square arrays should carry over to tr
gular arrays of pins. In Fig. 31 we show a voltage-curr
curve for a system with the same parameters as in Fig.~a!
except with a triangular pinning array. Phases I through
correspond to the same dynamic phases found for the sq
array. The major difference is in the values of the drivi
force at which each region appears. For instance, the ons
the 1D interstitial flow region II in the square array occurs
he
of
n-
t

are

of
t

a value off d'0.146f 0 , while for the triangular array it oc-
curs at a lower valuef d'0.070f 0 . The flow of the vortices
in each of the regions is the same in both the square
triangular arrays with the exception of phase II~interstitial
flow!; here, as can be seen in Fig. 32, the interstitial vorti
flow in a zig-zag manner when the pinning is triangular
opposed to the straight paths seen for the square pin
arrays.

Figure 32 also illustrates several results found in b
triangular and square arrays. For instance, the vortices r
next to interstitial channels tend to slightly move inside th
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wells @as in Fig. 3~a!#. The vortices in the 4th, 5th, and 6t
horizontal rows of pins barely move at all. Also the 1st, 2n
5th, 6th, and 7th interstitial vortex channels show vortic
near ‘‘closest proximity’’ to two neighboring pinned vort
ces. This is analogous to the situation shown in Fig. 6, wh
the pinned vortices move away from the nearby intersti
vortex.

XII. SUMMARY

To summarize, we have conducted a systematic study
driven vortex lattice interacting with a periodic pinning su

FIG. 28. Magnified view of the center-bottom part of Fig. 27~a!,
showing the ‘‘turnstile’’ circular motion of an interstitial vorte
near the channel. As the vortices in the channel move past,
interstitial vortex moves in an approximatelycircular path.

FIG. 29. The dynamic phase diagram forBf vs driving forcef d

with f p50.625f 0 , r p50.3l, andB/Bf51.062, with a square pin
ning array. The 1D interstitial flow phase II is largest for lowBf .
The pinned region I and the 1D incommensurate phase IV grow
Bf is increased. IncreasingBf increasesnv and thus effectively
decreasesf p .
,
s

re
l

f a

strate for a wide variety of tunable parameters. We find
very rich range of remarkable plastic flow regimes that
distinct from those observed in random pinning arrays. W
directly image the various flow regimes and relate them
macroscopic measurable transportV(I ) curves. By perform-
ing a series of simulations as certain parameters are va
we have constructed numerous nonequilibrium phase
grams as a function of driving force. We find that many
the features in these phase diagrams including phase bo
aries and the nature of the transitions can be understoo
terms of force balance equations.

We have shown that for 1,B/Bf,1.5, five distinct dy-
namical phases are present, which we characterize a
pinned phase where the vortices are immobile~region I!, an
interstitial flow regime where the vortices flow in 1D path
between the pinning rows~II !, a disordered motion regime
where both depinned vortices from pinning sites and inter
tial vortices move~III ! and 1D incommensurate motio
where the vortices are localized to flow in 1D paths along

he

as

FIG. 30. Average vortex velocityVx vs driving force for sys-
tems with the same pinning parameters as in Fig. 29 with~a! Bf

50.75F0 /l2, ~b! Bf50.4F0 /l2, and~c! Bf50.25F0 /l2. For the
largerBf in ~a!, the high pin density suppresses the disordered
flow phase III and reduces the interstitial motion. For the smallerBf

in ~a!, the pin density is low favoring phase II for a large range
driving forces, narrowing phases III and IV and maximizing pha
III.
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pinning rows, while rows with a commensurate number
vortices remain pinned~IV !. This final 1D incommensurate
flow regime continues into high drives, becoming a regi
in which the entire lattice moves~V!. The onset of some o
these phases manifest themselves as large jumps or dro
the V(I ) curve. We also find that only certain dynam
phases~e.g., III and IV! show a large amount of hysteresi
Another characteristic of these flow regimes is the existe
of a large barrier to a transverse force for flow phases II,
and V. We have shown evidence for another phase, re
VII, for 1.5,B/Bf,2, in which certain rows of commensu
rate vortices become depinned and start flowing in static
terstitial channels. ForB/Bf.2, we observe phase IX mo
tion, where only extra vortices in the interstitial vortex latti
move. ForB/Bf,1, motion first occurs by the flow of va

FIG. 31. Average vortex velocityVx vs driving forcef d for f p

50.625f 0 , r p50.4l, B/Bf51.062, andBf50.26F0 /l2, with the
pinning sites located in atriangular array. Although the parameter
for this system are very similar to those used in Fig. 2~a!, the onset
of the different flow regimes occur at different values. The dynam
phases marked I through V correspond to the same phases dep
in Fig. 2~a!. The onset of phase II occurs atf d'0.12 f 0 , region III
at f d'0.31f 0 , phase IV atf d'0.39f 0 and region V just belowf p .
f

e

s in

e
,
n

-

cancies. AtB/Bf51, the critical depinning force is the larg
est and only two phases are present: a pinned and flow
phase. These different phases are summarized in Table

We also find that by systematically disordering the p
ning sites, regions II and IV gradually disappear and
sharp transitions from one flow region to another beco
less sharp. The dynamical phases associated with ran
pinning arrays are recovered in agreement with results fo
in other work. We have also looked at the effect of chang
the density of pinning sites, and find the onset of phase
occurs for lower drives and region III disappears asBf is
increased.

c
ted FIG. 32. The trajectories of the interstitial vortices for the inte
stitial flow phase II for the sample with atriangular array of pin-
ning sites used in Fig. 31 atf d50.22 f 0 . Here, the interstitial vor-
tices move in a zig-zag manner, compared to the straight inters
paths for phase-II motion for a square pinning array shown in F
3~b!.
if the

le. Both
d

ns
TABLE I. Characteristics of the dynamic flow phases. A flow phase is defined to have hysteresis
phase persists further on the ramp down portion of theV(I ) curve. For strong disorder (dr>a/3) added to
the location of the pins, several dynamical phases disappear~see Fig. 24!. In regions IV and IVvac, commen-
surate rows remain pinned while in region V both commensurate and incommensurate rows are mobi
phases IX and VII have winding interstitial channels or Q1D~quasi-1D! order. Phase VII has more pinne
vortices than phase IX.

Dynamic phase Description Flow paths Hysteresis Fluctuatio

I Pinned Stationary No None
II Interstitial 1D flow Stationary No Small
III Disordered 2D flow Changes Yes Large
IV Incommensurate 1D flow Stationary Yes Medium
IVvac Vacancy 1D flow Stationary No Medium
V Incommensurate 1D flow Stationary No Large
VI Partially ordered Q1D flow Changes Yes forB.2Bf Medium
VII Winding interstitial Q1D flow Stationary Yes Small
VIII Incommensurate interstitial 1D flow Stationary No Small
IX Winding interstitial Q1D flow Stationary Yes Small
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Although we have only looked at a relatively small po
tion of phase space, we believe that our results give a
picture of the exceptional dynamics exhibited by these s
tems. Recent experiments with superconducting sam
containing periodic arrays of pinning sites have shown tha
is possible to create periodic pinning structures in wh
various microscopic pinning parameters of the sample ca
systematically controlled so that many of the results p
sented in this work should be observable.

Although our simulation focused on a superconduct
sample, our results should carry over, at least qualitativ
for many other systems, especially magnetic bubble arra39

and colloidal suspensions.64 There are still many open ques
tions to be addressed, such as the case of strong or
pinning sites where multiple vortices per pinning site a
allowed. It should also be possible to create a numbe
,

w
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y
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ir
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different kinds of pinning lattices experimentally, such
triangular, honeycomb,kagome´, quasiperiodic, or quasicrys
talline lattices. These will be considered in the future.
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